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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] Systems for determining a quota include con-
nectivity devices, a network, a service provider, and a
quota management system. The processing load on the
service provider and quota management system is driven
largely by the number of authorization requests and re-
sponses that must be exchanged between the service
provider and the quota management system. Therefore
sizing the infrastructure for the service provider and quota
management system requires an understanding of what
the expected peak rate of requests/responses will be (of-
ten called TPS or transactions per second). The TPS is
determined by the number of connectivity devices times
the average number of activities (sometimes called ses-
sions) per device times the average frequency at which
each activity or session must reauthorize for a new quota.
For instance, in the event that there is a system with 1
million connectivity devices, and each device is engaged
in an average of 3 activities, and the quotas being au-
thorized run out or expire in an average of 5 minutes,
then the resulting load on the service provider and quota
management system will be 3 million quota requests/re-
sponses every 5 minutes, which translates to 10,000
TPS.
[0002] Many of the service provider and quota man-
agement system solutions available were designed orig-
inally to work with connectivity devices that primarily sup-
ported voice calling. The usage loads (e.g. average calls
per day per device) and usage patterns (e.g., peak calls
per hour per device) for voice calling across a large set
of connectivity devices is quite predictable to within a few
percent. In addition, the quota being authorized for voice
calls has traditionally been "minutes", and a voice call
would always consume one minute for each minute that
the call was connected, so it was obvious how long a
given quota would last before a new authorization re-
quest was required (e.g. if 10 minutes was authorized,
the next request will come after 10 minutes). As a result,
all the factors that feed into calculating the peak TPS
required from the service provider and quota manage-
ment system can be controlled or predicted so the nec-
essary infrastructure can be easily allocated to these sys-
tems. In addition, a very simple algorithm for determining
how much quota to authorize was sufficient to maintain
a consistent peak load on these systems (many of these
traditional solutions simply had a configured quota quan-
tity that was always applied, e.g. "3 minutes").
[0003] With the advent of smart connectivity devices
(e.g. the iPhone), very fast networks (e.g. 4G/LTE), and
the myriad of digital services available (e.g. video, HD
video, chat, facebook, twitter, email, web browsing, etc.),
the usage patterns for connectivity devices have become
extremely spiky and unpredictable, and the overall vol-
ume of usage has skyrocketed. In addition, the quota
authorized for most digital services is a volume of usage,

not a time period of usage, so it is no longer obvious how
long a quota authorized will last and a new authorization
request will be required since it depends entirely on how
fast the authorized volume quota is consumed and that
depends on many factors such as the power of the con-
nectivity device, the speed of the network, the congestion
level of the network, the type of activity, etc. The combi-
nation of this extremely high volume but unpredictable
usage and the complex relationship between a quota vol-
ume and the time it will last before being consumed cre-
ates a major threat to the service provider and quota man-
agement system since the peak load can no longer be
predicted with any accuracy. In the event that the service
provider and quota management system infrastructure
are not sized sufficiently to handle the peak TPS, service
interruptions or system failure will result, causing signif-
icant negative business consequences to the service pro-
vider.
[0004] Documents US 2013/148668, US 2012/117235
and WO2014/108801 disclose variants of a method of
determining a quota involving the receipt of a quota re-
quest and measurement estimations of operating param-
eters and subsequently the determining of candidate
quotas, and quota modifications so as to provide for a
potential final quota.
[0005] According to one aspect of the present inven-
tion, there is provided a system according to the features
of claim 1.
[0006] According to another aspect of the present in-
vention, there is provided a method according to the fea-
tures of claim 14, and according to a yet further aspect
of the present invention is provided a computer program
product according to the features of claim 15.
[0007] Further embodiments are set out in the depend-
ent claims.
[0008] Various embodiments of the invention are dis-
closed in the following detailed description and the ac-
companying drawings.

Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating an embodi-
ment of a network system.

Figure 2 is a block diagram illustrating an embodi-
ment of a quota management system.

Figure 3A is a block diagram illustrating an embod-
iment of a quota determiner.

Figure 3B is a block diagram illustrating an embod-
iment of a quota determiner.

Figure 4 is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of
quota periods.

Figure 5 is a flow diagram illustrating an embodiment
of a process for providing a quota amount.

Figure 6 is a flow diagram illustrating an embodiment
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of a process for determining a quota value.

Figure 7 is a flow diagram illustrating an embodiment
of a process for a quota modification determiner
based on a rate at which quota is consumed.

Figure 8 is a flow diagram illustrating an embodiment
of a process for a quota modification determiner
based on a system workload.

Figure 9 is a flow diagram illustrating an embodiment
of a process for a quota modification determiner
based on a rate at which a balance is being impacted
as quota is consumed by the activity being author-
ized.

Figure 10 is a flow diagram illustrating an embodi-
ment of a process for a quota modification determin-
er based on a rate at which a shared balance is being
impacted as quota is consumed by all the activities
being authorized against the shared balance.

Figure 11 is a flow diagram illustrating an embodi-
ment of a process for a quota modification determin-
er based on a balance-threshold distance.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0009] The invention can be implemented in numerous
ways, including as a process; an apparatus; a system; a
composition of matter; a computer program product em-
bodied on a computer readable storage medium; and/or
a processor, such as a processor configured to execute
instructions stored on and/or provided by a memory cou-
pled to the processor. In this specification, these imple-
mentations, or any other form that the invention may take,
may be referred to as techniques. In general, the order
of the steps of disclosed processes may be altered within
the scope of the invention. Unless stated otherwise, a
component such as a processor or a memory described
as being configured to perform a task may be implement-
ed as a general component that is temporarily configured
to perform the task at a given time or a specific component
that is manufactured to perform the task. As used herein,
the term ’processor’ refers to one or more devices, cir-
cuits, and/or processing cores configured to process da-
ta, such as computer program instructions.
[0010] A detailed description of one or more embodi-
ments of the invention is provided below along with ac-
companying figures that illustrate the principles of the
invention. The invention is described in connection with
such embodiments, but the invention is not limited to any
embodiment. The scope of the invention is limited only
by the claims. Numerous specific details are set forth in
the following description in order to provide a thorough
understanding of the invention. These details are provid-
ed for the purpose of example and the invention may be
practiced according to the claims without some or all of

these specific details. For the purpose of clarity, technical
material that is known in the technical fields related to
the invention has not been described in detail so that the
invention is not unnecessarily obscured.
[0011] A system for determining a quota is disclosed.
A system for determining a quota comprises an input
interface, a candidate quota determiner, one or more
quota modification determiners, and an output interface.
The input interface is for receiving a quota request for an
activity and receiving an estimation or an actual meas-
urement of one or more operating parameters. A candi-
date quota determiner is for determining a candidate quo-
ta amount based at least in part on candidate quota pa-
rameters. One or more quota modification determiners
is/are for determining one or more quota modifications
based on the estimation or the actual measurement of
the one or more operating parameters. An output inter-
face is for providing a final quota amount based at least
in part on the candidate quota amount and the one or
more quota modifications.
[0012] In some embodiments, a communications serv-
ice provider (e.g. a telecommunications, Internet, mobile
service, digital service, or entertainment/media service
provider) charges for its services (e.g., data downloaded,
call time, messages sent, amount of media played)
against account balances maintained on a quota man-
agement system. When a connectivity device attempts
to perform some activity using the service, the service
provider makes a request to a quota management sys-
tem to authorize that activity. In the event the quota man-
agement system authorizes the activity, it grants a quota
comprising an amount of service that may be used and
a validity time at which the granted quota expires. The
quota management system reserves the amount (e.g.,
cost) of the granted quota against the appropriate ac-
count balances (e.g. reserving 10Mb of a user’s monthly
allowance to grant a 10Mb quota for mobile data usage,
or reserving $0.30 of a user’s currency balance to grant
a 3 minute quota for a phone call that costs $0.10/minute).
In the event the activity is completed, the granted quota
is exhausted or expired, or the service provider deter-
mines for any other reason that such action is prudent,
the service provider will report back to the quota man-
agement system to indicate the portion of the granted
quota that was consumed, and optionally to request au-
thorization of a new quota for continued service for the
activity. The quota management system will then release
any unused quota from the previous grant, deduct from
the appropriate account balances the appropriate
amounts for the quota that was actually consumed, and,
if requested, attempt to authorize and grant a new quota.
For a long running activity such as watching a movie, this
reporting and reauthorizing may occur hundreds or even
thousands of times between the service provider and the
quota management system for a single activity.
[0013] However, due to any number of conflicting fac-
tors, it is challenging for the quota management system
to determine the optimal amount and validity time of each
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quota granted. For example, the actual rate at which the
activity will consume the granted quota may be highly
variable depending on the specifics of the activity (e.g.
web browsing vs. HD video), or even for the same activity
based on network status (e.g. congestion of a cell site),
specific device behavior (e.g. pausing a movie), or any
number of unpredictable factors. If the quota granted is
too small given the actual rate of consumption, or the
validity time is too short, it requires the service provider
to report consumption and request new quota too fre-
quently, putting a high and potentially system threatening
load onto the service provider and quota management
system and/or causing service interruptions of the activity
due to delays in the service provider receiving new quota.
If the quota granted is too large given the actual rate of
consumption, or the validity time is too long, the balance
amount that was reserved stays reserved too long and
cannot be used for other activities by the same device or
other devices that share the same balance, causing an
unnecessary denial of service for the other activities. In
addition, the quota management system does not know
how much of a granted quota has been actually con-
sumed until the service provider reports back, so the
amount of a balance reserved for a granted quota creates
an ambiguity in the actual value of that balance until the
quota consumption is reported. It is desirable for the quo-
ta management system to have an accurate view of the
account balances, especially near thresholds that trigger
an action (e.g. sending a text notification when an ac-
count balance has been consumed to a specific point
such as 50% or 85% of its limit). This ambiguity is quickly
compounded in the event that a balance is being reserved
by many parallel activities for a connectivity device or set
of connectivity devices, degrading the effectiveness of
the action trigger.
[0014] In some embodiments, the system for determin-
ing a quota comprises a candidate quota determiner to
determine a candidate quota based on candidate quota
parameters defined or configured in the system, one or
more quota modification determiners to determine pro-
posed or actual quota modifications based at least in part
on the estimation or actual measurement of one or more
operating parameters related to the system, and option-
ally a quota assembler to determine the final quota to be
authorized based at least in part on the candidate quota
and any or all proposed quota modifications.
[0015] In some embodiments, the system for determin-
ing a quota comprises a candidate quota determiner, one
or more quota modification determiners and a quota as-
sembler, where the outputs of the quota modification de-
terminers are inputs to the quota assembler as proposed
quota modifications and the quota assembler determines
the final quota to be authorized.
[0016] In some embodiments, the system for determin-
ing a quota comprises a candidate quota determiner and
one or more quota modification determiners, where each
quota modification determiner applies an actual quota
modification to the candidate quota as it is executed and

the final quota to be authorized is equal to the resulting
value of the candidate quota after all quota modification
determiners have been executed.
[0017] In some embodiments, the candidate quota pa-
rameters defined or configured in the system include a
candidate quota target value, a candidate quota mini-
mum value, a candidate quota maximum value, or any
and all combinations of these.
[0018] In some embodiments, the candidate quota pa-
rameters defined or configured in the system are different
for different types of activity (e.g. video, high definition
video, voice call, email, texting, and music download,
etc.)
[0019] In some embodiments, the candidate quota pa-
rameters defined or configured in the system are different
depending on the commercial offer the customer has pur-
chased.
[0020] In some embodiments, the candidate quota de-
termined by the candidate quota determiner includes a
target value, a minimum value, a maximum value, or any
and all combinations of these.
[0021] In some embodiments, a candidate quota, pro-
posed or actual quota modifications and/or final quota
comprise an amount of quota to be authorized and a va-
lidity time for when the quota expires.
[0022] In some embodiments, a proposed or actual
quota modification comprises a delta amount and/or scal-
ing factor to be applied to the candidate quota.
[0023] In some embodiments, the ideal values for an
operating parameter are defined or configured as a target
value, a minimum value, a maximum value, or any and
all combinations of these.
[0024] In some embodiments, a quota modification de-
terminer determines proposed or actual quota modifica-
tions based at least in part on the estimation or actual
measurement of one or more operating parameters (OP)
related to the system.
[0025] In some embodiments, a quota modification de-
terminer determines proposed or actual quota modifica-
tions based at least in part on OP and the candidate quota
(CQ).
[0026] In some embodiments, a quota modification de-
terminer determines proposed or actual quota modifica-
tions based at least in part on OP and ideal values (IV)
for one or more operating parameters defined or config-
ured in the system .
[0027] In some embodiments, a quota modification de-
terminer determines proposed or actual quota modifica-
tions based at least in part on OP, IV, and a look-up table
(LT) or similar data structure that provides the desired
quota modifications based on the operating parameter
values estimated or actually measured, the ideal values
of the operating parameters defined or configured in the
system, the difference between the preceding values, or
any and all combinations of these .
[0028] In some embodiments, a quota modification de-
terminer determines proposed or actual quota modifica-
tions based at least in part OP, IV and a continuous feed-
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back equation (FE) (e.g. an exponential response curve
or a geometric decay curve) that provides the desired
quota modifications based on the operating parameter
values estimated or actually measured, the ideal values
of the operating parameters defined or configured in the
system, the difference between the preceding values, or
any and all combinations of these.
[0029] In various embodiments, a quota modification
determiner determines a quota modification based at
least in part on: OP, IV, LT, CQ, FE, or any combination
or permutation of the above (e.g., OP+IV, OP+LT,
OP+CQ, OP+FE, IV+LT, IV+CQ, IV+FE, LT+CQ, LT+FE,
CQ+FE, OP+IV+LT, OP+IV+CQ, OP+IV+FE,
OP+LT+CQ, OP+LT+FE, OP+CQ+FE, IV+LT+CQ,
IV+LT+FE, LT+CQ+FE, OP+IV+LT+CQ,
OP+IV+LT+FE, or any other permutation or combination,
etc.), or any other appropriate manner of determining a
quota modification.
[0030] In some embodiments, a quota modification de-
terminer determines proposed or actual quota modifica-
tions based at least in part on the estimation or actual
measurement of the rate quota (QR) (e.g., the operating
parameter of a quota rate) is being consumed by the
activity being authorized.
[0031] In some embodiments, a quota modification de-
terminer determines proposed or actual quota modifica-
tions based at least in part on the estimation or actual
measurement of the frequency of reauthorization re-
quests (RR) (e.g., the operating parameter of a frequency
of reauthorization requests), either for the activity being
authorized, or by a subset of or all activities being au-
thorized by the system, or a combination of both.
[0032] In some embodiments, a quota modification de-
terminer determines proposed or actual quota modifica-
tions based at least in part on the estimation or actual
measurement of the workload (WL) (e.g., the operating
parameter of a workload) on the system, the workload
on surrounding systems, or a combination of both .
[0033] In some embodiments, the workload on the sys-
tem and/or surrounding systems is determined from one
or more of the following workload parameters: the CPU
utilization, the network utilization, the storage system uti-
lization, the memory utilization, the rate of requests to
the system, the latency of the system to respond to re-
quests, any combination of the preceding, or any other
method commonly associated with determining the work-
load of a system.
[0034] In some embodiments, a quota modification de-
terminer determines proposed or actual quota modifica-
tions based at least in part on the estimation or actual
measurement of the rate at which a balance is being con-
sumed (BR) (e.g., the operating parameter of a balance
consumption rate), either by the activity being authorized,
by a subset of or all activities that are consuming the
balance (e.g., the balance associated with the quota re-
quest), or a combination of both.
[0035] In some embodiments, a quota modification de-
terminer determines proposed or actual quota modifica-

tions based at least in part on the estimation or actual
measurement of the number of activities or connectivity
devices that are currently and/or could theoretically begin
consuming a balance (BS) (e.g., the operating parameter
of a number of balance consumers).
[0036] In some embodiments, a quota modification de-
terminer determines proposed or actual quota modifica-
tions based at least in part on the estimation or actual
measurement of the distance between a current balance
value and a defined or configured threshold balance val-
ue for the balance (BT) (e.g., the operating parameter of
a balance-threshold distance).
[0037] In various embodiments, the operating param-
eters QR, RR, WL, BR, BS, and BT are used to determine
a quota modification in any permutation or combination
(e.g., any pair, any 3, any 4, any 5, or all 6 of the operating
parameters), or any other appropriate operating param-
eter(s) permutations or combinations thereof.
[0038] In some embodiments, the adaptive quota man-
agement system comprises a set of functional systems
used in the determination of a quota amount to assign to
the device. The adaptive quota management system
comprises a candidate quota determiner for computing
a candidate quota value. In some embodiments, the can-
didate quota determiner uses a historical quota con-
sumption velocity (e.g., 48 seconds of activity /min, 2.22
MB/min, etc.) to determine a quota amount correspond-
ing to a desired quota validity time (QVT) - for example,
the maximum amount of time until the service provider
needs to report the used portion of the quota. In some
embodiments, the candidate quota determiner adjusts
the determined quota amount above a minimum quota
amount and below a maximum quota amount. In various
embodiments, in the event the historical quota consump-
tion velocity is not available, the candidate quota value
is determined to be a minimum value, a value corre-
sponding to a minimum time, a default value, a maximum
value, or any other appropriate value.
[0039] In some embodiments, a system for determin-
ing a quota comprises connectivity devices, a network,
a service provider, and a quota management system.
The processing load on the service provider and quota
management system is driven largely by the number of
authorization requests and responses that must be ex-
changed between the service provider and the quota
management system. Therefore sizing the infrastructure
for the service provider and quota management system
requires an understanding of what the expected peak
rate of requests/responses will be (often called TPS or
transactions per second). The TPS is determined by the
number of connectivity devices times the average
number of activities (sometimes called sessions) per de-
vice times the average frequency at which each activity
or session must reauthorize for a new quota. For in-
stance, in the event that there is a system with 1 million
connectivity devices, and each device is engaged in an
average of 3 activities, and the quotas being authorized
run out or expire in an average of 5 minutes, then the
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resulting load on the service provider and quota man-
agement system will be 3 million quota requests/respons-
es every 5 minutes, which translates to 10,000 TPS.
[0040] In some embodiments, many of the service pro-
vider and quota management system solutions available
where designed originally to work with connectivity de-
vices that primarily supported voice calling. The usage
loads (e.g. avg. calls per day per device) and usage pat-
terns (e.g. peak calls per hour per device) for voice calling
across a large set of connectivity devices is quite pre-
dictable to within a few percent. In addition, the quota
being authorized for voice calls has traditionally been
"minutes", and a voice call would always consume one
minute for each minute that the call was connected, so
it was obvious how long a given quota would last before
a new authorization request was required (e.g. if 10 min-
utes was authorized, the next request will come after 10
minutes). As a result, all the factors that feed into calcu-
lating the peak TPS required from the service provider
and quota management system can be controlled or pre-
dicted so the necessary infrastructure can be easily al-
located to these systems. In addition, a very simple al-
gorithm for determining how much quota to authorize was
sufficient to maintain a consistent peak load on these
systems (many of these traditional solutions simply had
a configured quota quantity that was always applied, e.g.
"3 minutes").
[0041] In some embodiments, with the advent of smart
connectivity devices (e.g. the iPhone), very fast networks
(e.g. 4G/LTE), and the myriad of digital services available
(e.g. video, HD video, chat, facebook, twitter, email, web
browsing, etc.), the usage patterns for connectivity de-
vices have become extremely spiky and unpredictable,
and the overall volume of usage has skyrocketed. In ad-
dition, the quota authorized for most digital services is a
volume of usage, not a time period of usage, so it is no
longer obvious how long a quota authorized will last and
a new authorization request will be required since it de-
pends entirely on how fast the authorized volume is con-
sumed and that depends on many factors such as the
power of the connectivity device, the speed of the net-
work, the congestion level of the network, the type of
activity, etc. The combination of this extremely high vol-
ume but unpredictable usage and the complex relation-
ship between a quota volume and the time it will last
before being consumed creates a major threat to the
service provider and quota management system since
the peak load can no longer be predicted with any accu-
racy. In the event that the service provider and quota
management system infrastructure are not sized suffi-
ciently to handle the peak TPS, service interruptions or
system failure will result, causing significant negative
business consequences to the service provider.
[0042] In some embodiments, some of the traditional
systems have expanded their quota calculation algo-
rithms to take certain parameters into account. For in-
stance, the expected rate of consumption for quota is
related to the type of activity being performed. HD video

will consume quota much faster than email under typical
conditions, so the quota management system may allow
a configuration to be specified that provides a quota vol-
ume of 30Mb for an HD video activity but only provides
a quota volume of 1Mb for an email activity. This is an
improvement over a single parameter for all circumstanc-
es, but it is still making very generalized assumptions
about how fast quota will be consumed by each activity.
As such, when operating conditions deviate from typical,
the quota volume being authorized will not be optimal,
the TPS load on the service provider and quota manage-
ment system may exceed what was predicted, and serv-
ice interruption or system failure may result.
[0043] In some embodiments, to truly manage the peak
TPS load properly, a system is required that more accu-
rately predicts or measures the operating parameters
that feed into creating the TPS load. Such a system can
then adjust the quota volume being authorized to manage
the peak TPS load and avoid any service interruption or
system failure. However, each adjustment to the quota
volume authorized has business implications that may
be important to take into account. For instance, in the
event that there are many connectivity devices sharing
a single account balance (e.g. a family plan), granting a
very large quota to one connectivity device may reduce
the expected TPS load, but it also unfairly allocates too
much of the shared balance to that one connectivity de-
vice and potentially causes service to be unnecessarily
denied to the other connectivity devices in the shared
plan. Thus, the truly optimal quota volume to allocate
each time quota is requested may require the analysis
of one or more operating parameters, each providing po-
tential adjustments to the quota volume to optimize that
parameter.
[0044] An adaptive quota management system is dis-
closed. In some embodiments, the adaptive quota man-
agement system determines a quota amount and validity
time for a device accessing a service provider to perform
a particular activity. In some embodiments, the adaptive
quota management system comprises part of a quota
management system for determining whether the device
is authorized to perform that activity. In some embodi-
ments, authorization comprises the availability of ac-
count balance(s) against which the activity may be
charged. In the event activity is authorized, quota is grant-
ed, and a corresponding amount of account balance(s)
is reserved toward the anticipated quota use. In some
embodiments, quota comprises an amount of data, an
amount of time, or any other appropriate amount for that
activity. In some embodiments, quota comprises a valid-
ity time at which the quota expires. In the event that the
quota amount is exhausted, the quota expires, or for any
other appropriate reason, the service provider must re-
turn the quota to the quota management system and re-
port the amount used. The adaptive quota management
system uses historical and current system information to
adaptively determine an appropriate quota amount and
validity time. In various embodiments, until the service
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provider has released a quota and reported the amount
used, the quota management system is uncertain of the
amount being used from that quota, the applicable charg-
es for that usage, the account balance resulting from
those charges, or any other appropriate system param-
eters. In various embodiments, in the event the assigned
quota amount or validity time is too large, the quota man-
agement system risks presenting an inaccurate account
balance to the user, reserving excessive account balance
that may prevent granting of quota for other activities,
and/or passing a threshold by an excessive amount, or
any other appropriate consequence. In some embodi-
ments, except for credit limit (e.g., out of balance), thresh-
olds are "soft" in that in the event the thresholds are
crossed it is desirable or required to detect that crossing
as soon as possible (e.g., in some cases there is a re-
quirement to provide an indication of passing a threshold
- for example, a percentage of balance used (e.g., 50%,
80%, 90%, etc.)). In various embodiments, a threshold
comprises a point where an account is out of balance,
where an account changes its quota management policy,
where an account is required to provide a warning, or
where any other appropriate action needs to be taken.
In some embodiments, usage is halted at a threshold -
for example, a credit limit. In some embodiments, usage
is not halted. In some embodiments, in the event the as-
signed quota amount or validity time is too small, the
service provider may report usage and re-authorize quo-
ta too frequently.
[0045] Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating an em-
bodiment of a network system. In the example shown,
multiple connectivity devices (e.g., connectivity device
102, connectivity device 104, etc.) communicate with net-
work 100. In some embodiments, the multiple connec-
tivity devices (e.g., connectivity device 102, connectivity
device 104, etc.) connect to network 100 via a wireless
communication station (e.g., a cellular base station, a
radio tower, etc.). In various embodiments, network 100
comprises one or more of the following: a cellular net-
work, a local area network, a wide area network, a wired
network, a wireless network, the Internet, an intranet, a
storage area network, or any other appropriate commu-
nication network. In various embodiments, each of the
multiple connectivity devices comprise one of the follow-
ing: a mobile phone, a smartphone, a satellite phone, a
tablet computer, a laptop computer, a personal computer,
a set-top box, or any other appropriate connectivity de-
vice. In various embodiments, 2, 15, 93, 127, 1381, or
any other appropriate number of connectivity devices are
connected to network 100. Service provider 106 com-
prises a system for providing service to connectivity de-
vices (e.g., connectivity device 102 and connectivity de-
vice 104).
[0046] In some embodiments, service provider 106
comprises a system for connecting connectivity devices
to a second network (e.g., network 110). In various em-
bodiments, network 110 comprises one or more of the
following: a cellular network, a local area network, a wide

area network, a wired network, a wireless network, the
Internet, an intranet, a storage area network, or any other
appropriate communication network.. In some embodi-
ments, service provider 106 comprises a system for con-
necting connectivity devices to a service supplier 112. In
various embodiments, service supplier 112 supplies
email, chat, voice communications, web content, video,
business apps, social networking apps, or any other ap-
propriate service. In various embodiments, service pro-
vider 106 comprises a system for connecting connectivity
devices to any number of other networks 110 and service
suppliers 112. Quota management system 108 compris-
es a system for managing quotas for connectivity devic-
es. In some embodiments, quota management system
108 comprises a system for maintaining an account bal-
ance or balances for a connectivity device. In some em-
bodiments, an account balance or balances maintained
by quota management system 108 is associated with
more than one connectivity device (e.g., as part of a fam-
ily account, a business account, etc.). In various embod-
iments, quota management system 108 comprises a sys-
tem for responding to a connection or service request
(e.g., a connection or service request from a connectivity
device), for placing reservations on an account balance,
for allocating quota to a connectivity device, for deducting
from an account balance, for determining a quota size,
or for any other appropriate purpose. In some embodi-
ments, when a connectivity device attempts to make a
connection or receive a service, it contacts service pro-
vider 106 to request the connection or service. Service
provider 106 contacts quota management system 108 to
determine whether the connectivity device can be al-
lowed to receive the requested service. In the event the
connectivity device is allowed to receive the requested
service, quota management system 108 determines a
quota value for the connectivity device. In some embod-
iments, a quota value comprises a usage amount for the
connectivity device before the service provider 106 is re-
quired to check in with quota management system 108
again. In some embodiments, quota management sys-
tem 108 additionally places a reservation on an associ-
ated account balance or balances maintained by quota
management system 108 (e.g., reserving the balance
amount, or cost, represented by the quota).
[0047] Figure 2 is a block diagram illustrating an em-
bodiment of a quota management system. In some em-
bodiments, quota management system 200 comprises
quota management system 108 of Figure 1. In the ex-
ample shown, quota management system 200 compris-
es interface 202. Interface 202 comprises an interface
for communicating with service provider 106. In various
embodiments, interface 202 comprises an interface for
receiving a request for a quota, for receiving an update
on quota used, for providing a quota value, requesting
an account balance, for requesting account reservation
information, for requesting a rate of change for a balance,
for updating an account balance, for making an account
balance reservation, or for any other appropriate com-
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munication. Quota determiner 204 comprises a quota de-
terminer for determining a quota value. In various em-
bodiments, quota management system 200 additionally
comprises an account verifier, an account balance data-
base, an account balance reserver, a usage rater, an
account balance charger, or any other appropriate sys-
tems. In various embodiments, quota management sys-
tem 200 comprises a hardware processor, a computer
processor, a memory, a database, or any other appro-
priate implementation hardware.
[0048] In some embodiments, interface 202 is used for
interacting with the service provider to request quota and
report usage and quota management system 200 to grant
quota. In various embodiments, quota management sys-
tem 200 computes and stores (e.g., in an internal data-
base - not shown in Figure 2) balance information, his-
torical usage information, velocity information, or any oth-
er appropriate information.
[0049] Figure 3A is a block diagram illustrating an em-
bodiment of a quota determiner. In some embodiments,
quota determiner 300 comprises quota determiner 204
of Figure 2. In the example shown, quota determiner 300
comprises candidate quota determiner 302. Candidate
quota determiner 302 determines a candidate quota val-
ue and/or a candidate validity time. In some embodi-
ments, a candidate quota value is determined using a
predetermined minimum quota value, target quota value,
and maximum value. In some embodiments, a candidate
quota value is determined using historical consumption
velocity information. In some embodiments, a candidate
quota determiner 302 is implemented using a processor.
Candidate quota determiner 302 passes its values to one
or more quota modification determiners (e.g., quota mod-
ification determiner 304, quota modification determiner
306, quota modification determiner 312, etc.). Each quo-
ta modification determiner modifies the outputs of the
candidate quota determiner (e.g., a candidate quota val-
ue, a validity time, etc.) and passes modified values to
final quota assembler 308. Final quota assembler 308
comprises a system for determining a final quota value.
In some embodiments, final quota assembler 308 limits
the final quota value determined by candidate quota de-
terminer 302 using quota limits determined by one or
more of the quota modification determiners. In some em-
bodiments, final quota assembler 308 adopts a scaled
quota value determined by a quota modification deter-
miner. In various embodiments, final quota assembler
308 determines a final quota value and/or a final validity
time by one of the following: an average of the quota
modification output values, a median of the quota mod-
ification output values, a minimum of the quota modifica-
tion output values, a maximum of the quota modification
output values, selecting one of the quota modification
output values, or any other appropriate determination of
a final quota value. In some embodiments, quota assem-
bler 308 is implemented using a processor. In various
embodiments, candidate quota determiner 302, the one
or more quota modification determiners, and final quota

assembler 308 are implemented on separate proces-
sors, combined on a single processor, or combined on
any appropriate number of processors in any appropriate
way.
[0050] Figure 3B is a block diagram illustrating an em-
bodiment of a quota determiner. In some embodiments,
quota determiner 350 comprises quota determiner 204
of Figure 2. In the example shown, quota determiner 350
comprises candidate quota determiner 352. Candidate
quota determiner 352 determines a candidate quota val-
ue and/or a candidate validity time. In some embodi-
ments, a candidate quota value is determined using a
predetermined minimum quota value, target quota value,
and maximum value. In some embodiments, a candidate
quota value is determined using historical consumption
velocity information. In some embodiments, a candidate
quota determiner 352 is implemented using a processor.
Candidate quota determiner 352 passes its values to a
quota modification determiners (e.g., quota modification
determiner 354). In some embodiments, candidate quota
determiner 352 passes its values to other quota modifi-
cation determiners indirectly (e.g., as pass through val-
ues - for example, quota modification determiner 356,
quota modification determiner 362, etc.). Each quota
modification determiner modifies the outputs of the quota
determiner preceding it (e.g., a candidate quota deter-
miner or a quota modification determiner) and produces
a new set of outputs (e.g., a quota value, a validity time,
etc.) that are passed to a next quota modification deter-
miner or output as final quota values from the quota de-
terminer. The final quota values are the candidate quota
values as scaled and/or limited serially by the one or more
quota modification determiners. In various embodiments,
candidate quota determiner 352 and the one or more
quota modification determiners are implemented on sep-
arate processors, combined on a single processor, or
combined on any appropriate number of processors in
any appropriate way.
[0051] In some embodiments, quota determiner 300
implements a candidate quota determiner and a quota
modification determiner based on operating parameters.
The candidate quota determiner determines minimum,
target, and maximum quota amounts from configuration
parameters defined or configured in the quota manage-
ment system. In some embodiments the candidate quota
determiner also specifies a minimum, target, and maxi-
mum quota validity time for the candidate quota. The ten-
tative quota amount is set to the target candidate quota
amount and the tentative quota validity time is set to the
target quota validity time. In some embodiments, the can-
didate quota determiner then passes the candidate quota
amounts and validity times and the tentative quota
amount and validity time to the final quota assembler.
The final quota assembler passes the candidate quota
amounts and validity times and the tentative quota
amount and tentative quota validity time to one or more
quota modification determiners. The quota modification
determiner evaluates (either through measurement or
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estimation) one or more operating parameters and based
on the value of these operating parameters returns to the
quota assembler a proposed adjustment to the tentative
quota amount and tentative validity time upward or down-
ward. The candidate quota amounts and validity times
and the tentative quota amount and validity time are also
passed to a second quota modification determiner if it is
present. The second quota modification determiner fol-
lows the same process as the first quota modification
determiner, as do any third or subsequent quota modifi-
cation determiners. Once the last quota modification de-
terminer has returned a proposed adjustment to the ten-
tative quota amount and validity time to the final quota
assembler, the final quota assembler evaluates all the
proposed adjustments and calculates and applies a final
adjustment to the tentative quota amount and validity
time that moves the values upward or downward, but not
to a value below the candidate minimum or above the
candidate maximum values. The tentative quota amount
and validity time are then considered final and those val-
ues are authorized and passed from the final quota as-
sembler to the output interface. The values are then re-
turned to the service provider by the output interface.
[0052] In some embodiments, candidate quota deter-
miner determines the candidate / initial quota amount
and validity time based on configured values. Let’s as-
sume the CQD sets the following values: a) Candidate
minimum quota amount = 1Mb, b) Candidate target quota
amount = 5Mb, c) Candidate maximum quota amount =
20Mb, and d) Candidate target quota validity time = 60
seconds. CQD then passes the candidate quota values
to the final quota assembler. The FQA passes the can-
didate quota values to each QMD that is present, in any
order, and receives back from each QMD suggested
modifications to the candidate quota values. The QR-
QMD is present and based on configuration settings pre-
viously described, the QRQMD determines the following
values: 1) QR minimum quota lifetime = 10 seconds, 2)
QR target quota lifetime = 30 seconds, and 3) QR max-
imum quota lifetime = 900 seconds. Using the methods
previously described, in this example the QRQMD deter-
mines that the candidate target quota amount of 5Mb will
be consumed in 10 seconds. Since the QR target quota
lifetime is 30 seconds, the QRQMD sets the suggested
quota amount to 15Mb and the suggested quota validity
time to 30 seconds. The QRQMD then passes these sug-
gested values back to the FQA. In this example the work-
load QMD is present. Assuming a configured ideal target
workload of 60, actual workload value of 80, and a re-
sponse strength setting of 3, the WLQMD applies the
equation previously explained and determines the quota
should be scaled by a factor of 1.8. The WLQMD then
multiplies the candidate target quota amount by 1.8 to
get a suggested quota amount of 9Mb. It also multiplies
the candidate target quota validity time by 1.8 to get a
suggested quota validity time of 108 seconds. The
WLQMD then passes the suggested quota values to back
to the FQA. In this example the balance threshold QMD

is present. The BTQMD executes as previously de-
scribed. Let’s assume the BTQMD determines, based on
the TBV calculated, that a balance threshold will be
reached in 60 seconds. Furthermore, let’s assume the
BTQMD determines, based on the ABV calculated, that
the current activity will consume 30Mb of quota in those
same 60 seconds. Assuming a decay strength of 2, the
BTQMD determines that it should limit the suggested
quota amount to no more than 15Mb and limit the sug-
gested quota validity time to no more than 30 seconds.
Since the candidate target quota amount is 5Mb, already
smaller than the suggested limit of 15Mb, the BTQMD
sets the suggested quota amount to 5Mb. The BTQMD
also sets the suggested quota validity time to 30 seconds
as calculated above. The BTQMD then passes the sug-
gested quota values back to the FQA. The FQA has the
candidate quota values and receives all the suggested
quota modifications from the QMDs (e.g., A) 5Mb & 60
seconds from CQD, b) 15Mb & 30 seconds from QR-
QMD, c) 9Mb & 108 seconds from WLQMD, d) 5Mb &
30 seconds from BTQMD). The FQA can determine that
quota is being consumed by this activity much faster than
anticipated because the QRQMD increased the suggest-
ed quota amount but shortened the suggested quota va-
lidity time. The FQA can determine that the workload is
above target because the WLQMD increased both the
suggested quota amount and suggested validity time.
The FQA can determine there is a threshold approaching
because the BTQMD shortened the suggested validity
time to 30 seconds. Evaluating all these factors, the FQA
determines the correct quota amount is 10Mb and the
correct validity time is 20 seconds. The FQA passes
these values to the output interface.
[0053] In some embodiments, quota determiner 350
implements a candidate quota determiner and a quota
modification determiner based on operating parameters.
The candidate quota determiner determines minimum,
target, and maximum quota amounts from configuration
parameters defined or configured in the quota manage-
ment system. In some embodiments, the candidate quota
determiner also specifies a minimum, target, and maxi-
mum quota validity time for the candidate quota. The ten-
tative quota amount is set to the target candidate quota
amount and the tentative quota validity time is set to the
target quota validity time. The candidate quota determin-
er then passes the candidate quota amounts and validity
times and the tentative quota amount and validity time
to the first of one or more quota modification determiners.
The quota modification determiner evaluates (either
through measurement or estimation) one or more oper-
ating parameters and based on the value of these oper-
ating parameters adjusts the tentative quota amount and
tentative validity time upward or downward, but not to a
value below the candidate minimum or above the candi-
date maximum. The quota modification determiner then
passes the candidate quota amounts and validity times
and the tentative quota amount and validity time to a sec-
ond quota modification determiner if it is present. The
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second quota modification determiner follows the same
process as the first quota modification determiner, as do
any third or subsequent quota modification determiners.
Once the last quota modification determiner has adjusted
the tentative quota amount and validity time, the tentative
quota amount and validity time are considered final and
those values are authorized and returned to the service
provider via the output interface.
[0054] In some embodiments, quota determiner 350
implements a candidate quota determiner and a quota
modification determiner based on operating parameters
and ideal values. The candidate quota determiner deter-
mines minimum, target, and maximum quota amounts
from configuration parameters defined or configured in
the quota management system. In some embodiments,
the candidate quota determiner also specifies a mini-
mum, target, and maximum quota validity time for the
candidate quota. The tentative quota amount is set to the
target candidate quota amount and the tentative quota
validity time is set to the target quota validity time. The
candidate quota determiner then passes the candidate
quota amounts and validity times and the tentative quota
amount and validity time to the first of one or more quota
modification determiners. The quota modification deter-
miner compares the values of one or more operating pa-
rameters (as determined either by measurement or es-
timation) to ideal values for these operating parameters
that are defined or configured in the system. Based on
the difference between the values of these operating pa-
rameters and their ideal values, the quota modification
determiner adjusts the tentative quota amount and ten-
tative validity time upward or downward in an attempt to
cause the operating parameter values to subsequently
change toward their ideal values, but not to a value below
the candidate minimum or above the candidate maxi-
mum. In some embodiments, the ideal value for an op-
erating parameter comprises one or more of the follow-
ing: a minimum ideal value, a target ideal value, a max-
imum ideal value, or any combination thereof. The quota
modification determiner adjusts the tentative quota
amount and validity time to attempt to subsequently move
the value of the operating parameter to match the target
ideal value, but also adjusts the target quota amount and
validity time to ensure the value of the operating param-
eter does not fall below the ideal minimum value or above
the ideal maximum value. The quota modification deter-
miner then passes the candidate quota amounts and va-
lidity times and the tentative quota amount and validity
time to a second quota modification determiner if it is
present. The second quota modification determiner fol-
lows the same process as the first quota modification
determiner, as do any third or subsequent quota modifi-
cation determiners. Once the last quota modification de-
terminer has adjusted the tentative quota amount and
validity time, the tentative quota amount and validity time
are considered final and those values are authorized and
returned to the service provider via the output interface.
In some embodiments, quota determiner 300 imple-

ments a candidate quota determiner and a quota modi-
fication determiner based on operating parameters and
ideal values similar to above, but instead of serially
processing the quota values quota determiner 300 in-
cludes a final quota assembler that determines a final
quota value based on the one or more modified values
produced by one or more quota modification determiners
after receiving the candidate quota values.
[0055] In some embodiments, quota determiner 350
implements a candidate quota determiner and a quota
modification determiner based on operating parameters,
ideal values, and a lookup table. The candidate quota
determiner determines minimum, target, and maximum
quota amounts from configuration parameters defined or
configured in the quota management system. In some
embodiments, the candidate quota determiner also spec-
ifies a minimum, target, and maximum quota validity time
for the candidate quota. The tentative quota amount is
set to the target candidate quota amount and the tentative
quota validity time is set to the target quota validity time.
The candidate quota determiner then passes the candi-
date quota amounts and validity times and the tentative
quota amount and validity time to the first of one or more
quota modification determiners. The quota modification
determiner compares the values of one or more operating
parameters (as determined either by measurement or
estimation) to ideal values for these operating parame-
ters that are defined or configured in the system. Based
on the set of operating parameter values and their ideal
values, on the difference between the values of these
operating parameters and their ideal values, or any com-
bination thereof, the quota modification determiner in-
dexes into a lookup table and locates the entry in the
lookup table that is most relevant to the situation. The
entry in the lookup table contains either new values for
the tentative quota amount and validity time, or an ad-
justment to be made to the existing values of the tentative
quota amount and validity time. The quota modification
determiner then sets or adjusts the tentative quota
amount and tentative validity time upward or downward
based on the entry in the lookup table in an attempt to
cause the operating parameter values to subsequently
change toward their ideal values, but not to a value below
the candidate minimum or above the candidate maxi-
mum. The quota modification determiner then passes
the candidate quota amounts and validity times and the
tentative quota amount and validity time to a second quo-
ta modification determiner if it is present. The second
quota modification determiner follows the same process
as the first quota modification determiner, as do any third
or subsequent quota modification determiners. Once the
last quota modification determiner has adjusted the ten-
tative quota amount and validity time, the tentative quota
amount and validity time are considered final and those
values are authorized and returned to the service provid-
er via the output interface. In some embodiments, quota
determiner 300 implements a candidate quota determin-
er and a quota modification determiner based on oper-
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ating parameters, ideal values, and a lookup table similar
to above, but instead of serially processing the quota
values quota determiner 300 includes a final quota as-
sembler that determines a final quota value based on the
one or modified values produced by one or more quota
modification determiners after receiving the candidate
quota values.
[0056] In some embodiments, quota determiner 350
implements a candidate quota determiner and a quota
modification determiner (QMD) based on operating pa-
rameters, ideal values, and a feedback equation. The
candidate quota determiner determines minimum, target,
and maximum quota amounts from configuration param-
eters defined or configured in the quota management
system. In some embodiments, the candidate quota de-
terminer also specifies a minimum, target, and maximum
quota validity time for the candidate quota. The tentative
quota amount is set to the target candidate quota amount
and the tentative quota validity time is set to the target
quota validity time. The candidate quota determiner then
passes the candidate quota amounts and validity times
and the tentative quota amount and validity time to the
first of one or more quota modification determiners. The
quota modification determiner compares the values of
one or more operating parameters (as determined either
by measurement or estimation) to ideal values for these
operating parameters that are defined or configured in
the system. The differences between the values of these
operating parameters and their ideal values are used as
input to a feedback equation (e.g. an exponential re-
sponse curve equation or a geometric decay curve equa-
tion) and the result of the feedback equation is an adjust-
ment to the tentative quota amount and validity time. The
quota modification determiner then adjusts the tentative
quota amount and tentative validity time upward or down-
ward based on the based on the result of the feedback
equation in an attempt to cause the operating parameter
values to subsequently change toward their ideal values,
but not to a value below the candidate minimum or above
the candidate maximum. The quota modification deter-
miner then passes the candidate quota amounts and va-
lidity times and the tentative quota amount and validity
time to a second quota modification determiner if it is
present. The second quota modification determiner fol-
lows the same process as the first quota modification
determiner, as do any third or subsequent quota modifi-
cation determiners. Once the last quota modification de-
terminer has adjusted the tentative quota amount and
validity time, the tentative quota amount and validity time
are considered final and those values are authorized and
returned to the service provider via the output interface.
In some embodiments, quota determiner 300 imple-
ments a candidate quota determiner and a quota modi-
fication determiner based on operating parameters, ideal
values, and a feedback equation similar to above, but
instead of serially processing the quota values quota de-
terminer 300 includes a final quota assembler that deter-
mines a final quota value based on the one or modified

values produced by one or more quota modification de-
terminers after receiving the candidate quota values.
[0057] In some embodiments, an example serial work-
flow for quota determination is disclosed. In this example,
a candidate quota determiner determines the candidate
quota amount and validity time based on configured val-
ues. In this example, the candidate quota determiner
(CQD) sets the following values:

+ Candidate minimum quota amount = 1Mb
+ Candidate target quota amount = 5Mb
+ Candidate maximum quota amount = 20Mb
+ Candidate target quota validity time = 60 seconds

CQD then sets the tentative quota amount and tentative
quota validity time to the candidate target values (5Mb
and 60 seconds). CQD then passes the candidate and
tentative quota values to the first quota modification de-
terminer. In the serial workflow model, it is important that
quota modification determiners are executed in the cor-
rect order (e.g., intended goal QMDs, quota-increasing
QMDs, and quota-decreasing QMDs. The first QMD that
is executed is the quota rate QMD, since that QMD ef-
fectively adjusts the tentative quota to match the "intend-
ed goal" of the candidate quota values based on how
quickly the activity is actually consuming quota, and thus
may adjust the quota amount upward or downward. Next,
the QMDs that are designed to increase the quota
amount (e.g., workload QMD, etc.) are run, then finally
the QMDs that are designed to decrease the quota
amount (e.g., balance accuracy QMD, balance sharing
QMD, balance threshold QMD, etc.) are run. This order-
ing allows the quota decreasing QMDs to still reduce the
quota amount down to the candidate minimum quota
amount where utmost accuracy is required. Running the
quota-increasing QMDs after the quota-decreasing
QMDs are already finished may result in a loss of accu-
racy due to the quota amount being increased as the last
step to an amount above the candidate minimum quota
amount. In one example, the QRQMD is present and is
configured to be executed first. In the example, based
on configuration settings described below, the QRQMD
determines the following values:

a. QR minimum quota lifetime = 10 seconds
b. QR target quota lifetime = 30 seconds
c. QR maximum quota lifetime = 900 seconds

Using the methods described below, in this example the
QRQMD determines that the current input quota amount
of 5Mb will likely be consumed in 10 seconds. Since the
QR target quota lifetime is 30 seconds, the QRQMD sets
the tentative quota amount to 15Mb and the tentative
quota validity time to 30 seconds. The QRQMD then
passes the candidate and modified tentative quota val-
ues to the next QMD in the chain. In this example, the
workload QMD is present and configured to run next.
Assuming a configured ideal target workload of 60, actual
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workload value of 80, and a response strength setting of
3, the workload QMD (WLQMD) applies the logic de-
scribed below and determines the quota should be scaled
by a factor of 1.8. The WLQMD then tries to multiple the
input quota amount of 15Mb by the scale factor of 1.8,
but the result exceeds the candidate maximum quota
amount of 20Mb. As a result, the WLQMD sets the ten-
tative quota amount to 20Mb. Because the input quota
amount was effectively scaled by a factor of 1.33, the
WLQMD then scales the input quota validity time equally
to a value of 40 seconds. The WLQMD then passes the
candidate and modified tentative quota values to the next
QMD in the chain. In this example, the balance threshold
QMD (BTQMD) is present and configured to run next.
The BTQMD determines based on the total balance ve-
locity (TBV) calculated (as described in detail below), that
a balance threshold will be reached in 60 seconds. Fur-
thermore, in this example the BTQMD determines, based
on the activity balance velocity (ABV) calculated, that the
current activity will consume 30Mb of quota in those same
60 seconds. Applying a configured decay strength of 2,
the BTQMD determines that the modified tentative quota
amount should be 15Mb and the modified tentative quota
validity time should be 30 seconds. Since these values
are between the associated minimum and maximum val-
ues, the BTQMD sets the tentative quota values accord-
ingly. The BTQMD then passes the candidate and mod-
ified tentative quota values to the next QMD in the chain.
Assuming there are no more QMDs configured in the
chain, the candidate and modified tentative quota values
are passed to the output interface. The output interface
declares the modified tentative quota values to be final,
completes balance reservations and other tasks associ-
ated with finalizing the quota authorized, and returns
these values to the service provider.
[0058] In some embodiments, an example parallel
workflow for quota determination is disclosed. In this ex-
ample, a candidate or initial quota determiner determines
the candidate or initial quota amount and validity time
based on configured values as previously described. The
candidate quota determiner (CQD) sets the following val-
ues:

• Candidate minimum quota amount = 1Mb
• Candidate target quota amount = 5Mb
• Candidate maximum quota amount = 20Mb
• Candidate target quota validity time = 60 seconds

CQD then passes the candidate quota values to the final
quota assembler (FQA). The candidate quota values are
passed to each QMD that is present, in any order, and
the FQA receives back from each QMD modifications to
the candidate quota values. In this example, the QRQMD
is present. Based on configuration settings, the QRQMD
determines the following:

• QR minimum quota lifetime = 10 seconds
• QR target quota lifetime = 30 seconds

• QR maximum quota lifetime = 900 seconds

The QRQMD determines that the candidate target quota
amount of 5Mb will likely be consumed in 10 seconds.
Since the QR target quota lifetime is 30 seconds, the
QRQMD sets the modified quota amount to 15Mb and
the modified quota validity time to 30 seconds. The QR-
QMD then passes these modified values back to the
FQA. In this example, the workload QMD (WLQMD) is
present. Assuming a configured ideal target workload of
60, actual workload value of 80, and a response strength
setting of 3, the WLQMD applies the equation explained
below and determines the quota should be scaled by a
factor of 1.8. The WLQMD then multiplies the candidate
target quota amount by 1.8 to get a modified quota
amount of 9Mb. It also multiplies the candidate target
quota validity time by 1.8 to get a modified quota validity
time of 108 seconds. The WLQMD then passes the mod-
ified quota values to back to the FQA. In this example,
the balance threshold QMD (BTQMD) is present. The
BTQMD determines, based on the TBV calculated, that
a balance threshold will be reached in 60 seconds. Fur-
thermore, in this example the BTQMD determines, based
on the ABV calculated, that the current activity will likely
consume 30Mb of quota in those same 60 seconds. Ap-
plying a configured decay strength of 2, the BTQMD de-
termines that it should limit the modified quota amount
to no more than 15Mb and limit the modified quota validity
time to no more than 30 seconds. Since the candidate
target quota amount is 5Mb, already smaller than the
modified limit of 15Mb, the BTQMD sets the modified
quota amount to 5Mb. The BTQMD also sets the modified
quota validity time to 30 seconds as calculated above.
The BTQMD then passes the modified quota values back
to the FQA. Once all the QMDs have provided modified
quota values to the FQA, the FQA uses the modified val-
ues to derive final quota values. In various embodiments,
the method used to calculate the derived quota values
involves mathematically combining the various modified
quota values, applying weightings to each QMD and
combining the modified values with these weightings, or
any other reasonable method to derive a single set of
quota values from the modified values. The FQA declares
the derived quota values to be final, completes balance
reservations and other tasks associated with finalizing
the quota authorized, and passes the final quota values
to the output interface which returns these values to the
service provider.
[0059] Figure 4 is a diagram illustrating an embodiment
of quota periods. In some embodiments, the quota peri-
ods comprise quota periods for connectivity devices
(e.g., connectivity device 102 of Figure 1). In some em-
bodiments, the quota periods comprise quota periods de-
termined by a quota management system (e.g., quota
management system 108 of Figure 1). In the example
shown, three quota sequences are shown. Quota se-
quence 400 comprises a quota sequence associated with
a first connectivity device, quota sequence 402 compris-
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es a quota sequence associated with a second connec-
tivity device, and quota sequence 404 comprises a quota
sequence associated with a third connectivity device.
Each quota sequence comprises a set of quota periods
(e.g., quota period 406). A quota period signifies an
amount of usage for accessing service via a service pro-
vider allotted to the associated connectivity device by the
quota management system. In some embodiments, a
quota period also signifies a validity time for the amount
of usage allotted, after which the usage allotment (quota)
is no longer valid. In various embodiments, a quota period
comprises a time of voice access, an amount of data
access, an amount of data access with a validity time, a
number of text messages, a number of text messages
with a validity time, or any other appropriate quota period
quantity. When a quota period expires due to the validity
time being reached or the allotted usage being fully used,
the service provider, on behalf of the associated connec-
tivity device, reports the amount of actual usage and re-
quests a new quota, which is determined by the quota
management system and provided to the connectivity
device by the service provider. In the example shown,
quota sequence 400, quota sequence 402, and quota
sequence 404 are associated with a single account or a
set of accounts that share an account balance (e.g., the
associated connectivity devices are part of a family ac-
count, are part of a business account, etc.). In some em-
bodiments, an account balance has an associated
threshold. In some embodiments, a threshold comprises
a point in an account balance where an action should be
taken. For any balance threshold, there is a point in time
where impacts of the cost of all usage associated with
the balance will cause the balance to exactly equal the
threshold value (e.g. threshold reaches time 408). In var-
ious embodiments, a threshold action comprises disal-
lowing service, changing the quality of service, changing
a charging rate, sending a message (e.g., indicating the
account balance has crossed the threshold), or any other
appropriate action. In some embodiments, a quota period
should not cross a threshold (e.g., so that the threshold
action can take place at the threshold value precisely).
In some embodiments, a quota period can cross a thresh-
old but the time or amount by which it crosses should be
minimized (e.g., so that the threshold action can take
place as close to the threshold as is practical). In the
example shown, quota periods are assigned (e.g., by the
quota management system) so they get smaller as the
threshold is approached. In some embodiments, the total
quota amount assigned among all connectivity devices
associated with the same account is limited in order to
limit total account balance uncertainty (e.g., when quota
is assigned, an unknown amount of quota (and therefore
account balance) is going to be used by the connectivity
device, up to the total amount of quota; the total account
balance uncertainty is the cost of the total amount of quo-
ta assigned to all devices associated with the account
balance).
[0060] Figure 5 is a flow diagram illustrating an em-

bodiment of a process for providing a quota amount. In
some embodiments, the process of Figure 5 is executed
by a quota management system (e.g., quota manage-
ment system 108 of Figure 1). In the example shown, in
500, a quota request for an activity is received. For ex-
ample, a quota request is received for a user to use a
service provided by a service provider associated with a
connectivity device. In various embodiments, the activity
comprises a voice connection, a low bandwidth data con-
nection (e.g., reading email), a high bandwidth data con-
nection (e.g., watching video), or any other appropriate
activity. In 502, operating parameter data is received. For
example, operating parameter data is received associ-
ated with the user and/or the service provider.. In various
embodiments, operating parameter data comprises one
or more of the following: quota consumption velocity data,
account balance data, threshold data, reservation data,
system workload data, or any other appropriate data. In
504, a quota value is determined. For example, a quota
amount and/or a validity time are determined dynamically
based at least in part on received operating parameter
data). In 506, the quota value is provided. For example,
the quota value is provided to enable the connectivity
device to perform the activity (e.g., providing a quota
amount and/or a validity time for a service provider to
authorize the connectivity device perform the activity us-
ing one or more services provided by the service provider
- for example, data connectivity over a cellular network
is provided to a mobile phone for an amount of data over
a period of time). In some embodiments, providing a quo-
ta amount comprises making a corresponding reserva-
tion on an account balance (e.g., on an account balance
stored by the quota management system or service pro-
vider).
[0061] Figure 6 is a flow diagram illustrating an em-
bodiment of a process for determining a quota value. In
some embodiments, the process of Figure 6 is used to
implement 504 of Figure 5. In the example shown, in 600
a candidate quota value is determined. For example, a
minimum, target, and maximum quota amounts are de-
termined from configuration parameters defined or con-
figured in the quota management system. In some em-
bodiments, a minimum, target, and maximum quota va-
lidity time for the candidate quota are also determined
from configuration parameters defined or configured in
the quota management system. The tentative quota
amount is set to the target candidate quota amount and
the tentative quota validity time is set to the target quota
validity time. In 602, one or more quota modifications are
determined. For example, input amounts are input to a
process that adjusts (e.g., scales, uses an equation, uses
a lookup table, etc.) the tentative target amounts and
generates modified amounts. In some embodiments, in-
put amounts are candidate quota value(s). In some em-
bodiments, input amounts are output values (modified
amounts) from a prior modification. In some embodi-
ments, input amounts are candidate quota value(s) and
output values (modified amounts) from a prior modifica-
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tion. In 604, a final quota value is determined. For exam-
ple, the final quota is determined based on the candidate
quota value(s) and the modification(s) to an input quota
value. In some embodiments, the final quota value is as-
sembled based on one or more modifications to input
value(s). In some embodiments, the final quota value is
a final output where input value(s) is/are modified by a
number of modification determiners one after another in
series to in the end produce a final quota output.
[0062] Figure 7 is a flow diagram illustrating an em-
bodiment of a process for a quota modification determin-
er based on a rate at which quota is consumed. In some
embodiments, the process of Figure 7 is used to imple-
ment a quota modification of the one or more quota mod-
ifications of 602 of Figure 6. In the example shown, a
quota rate quota modification determiner (QRQMD) de-
termines modifications to the tentative quota amount and
validity time based on the rate at which quota is being
consumed by the activity being authorized (QR). In some
embodiments, ideal values (IV) are defined or configured
in the quota management system for a minimum quota
amount, a target quota amount, a maximum quota
amount and target quota lifetime, or any combination
thereof. In various embodiments, the target quota lifetime
is expressed as the amount of quota expected to be con-
sumed over a unit of time (e.g. megabytes / second) or
as the expected time it will take to consume the target
quota amount ideal value (e.g. 30 seconds). In various
embodiments, some or all of these ideal values are con-
figurable per type of activity, per network type, or per any
other appropriate circumstance that would typically affect
the expected rate of quota consumption. The output in-
terface stores the final quota amount that is being au-
thorized and the exact time it is authorized before sending
the final quota amount and validity time to the service
provider. This data is accessible by the QRQMD. In 700,
it is determined whether the request for quota is a first
request for quota. In the event that the request for quota
is the first request for quota, in 702 it is indicated that no
modifications to input values are to be made and the input
values are provided as output values. For example, dur-
ing the initial authorization request for an activity, the QR-
QMD receives the candidate quota and tentative quota
values from the candidate quota determiner or the prior
quota modification determiner (depends on which work-
flow and ordering). Because the rate of consumption is
not known during the initial quota authorization, the QR-
QMD does not change the input values. For example,
the initial quota determination the candidate quota deter-
miner sets the tentative quota amount to the IV target
quota amount and sets the tentative quota validity time
to the IV target quota lifetime and these are passed from
the input to the output. In the event that the request for
quota is not the first request for quota, in 704 the actual
rate of quota consumption is calculated. For example,
the QRQMD receives the candidate quota and tentative
quota values from the candidate quota determiner or the
prior quota modification determiner (depends on which

workflow and ordering). The QRQMD also receives the
actual used quota amount in the same message or has
access to this data stored within the quota management
system. The QRQMD calculates the actual rate of quota
consumption for the activity by dividing the actual quota
amount used by the time period that has elapsed since
the previous quota was authorized (e.g. if 10Mb was au-
thorized 30 seconds ago, and 6Mb of that quota was
actually used, then the actual consumption rate is 6Mb
over 30 seconds or 0.2Mb / second). In some embodi-
ments, the QRQMD calculates the actual rate of quota
consumption using a weighted average of the consump-
tion rates from the past N authorizations rather than just
the last authorization, where N may be any integer larger
than 1. In various embodiments, the weighting decays
the farther back in time the authorization takes place, the
weighting stays level, the steps lower the farther back in
time the authorization takes place, or any other appro-
priate weighting. In 706, a new target quota amount is
determined. For example, the QRQMD multiplies the ac-
tual quota consumption rate by the input validity time
(e.g., the IV target quota validity time) to determine a new
target quota amount (e.g., if actual consumption rate is
0.2Mb / second and the input validity time is 30 seconds,
new target quota amount would be 6Mb). In 708, it is
determined whether the new target quota is within the
quota limits. In the event that the new target quota is not
within the quota limits, in 710 the output quota amount
is set to the quota limit value that was exceeded by the
new target and control passes to 714. For example, in
the event that the new target quota amount is larger than
the IV maximum quota amount or the candidate maxi-
mum quota amount, the new target quota amount is set
to the appropriate maximum quota amount. Or, for ex-
ample, in the event that the new target quota amount is
smaller than the IV minimum quota amount or the can-
didate minimum quota amount, the new target quota
amount is set to the appropriate minimum quota amount.
In 712, the output quota amount is set to the new target
and control passes to 714. In 714, a new target validity
time is determined. For example, the input validity time
is scaled similar to the quota amount. In 716, it is deter-
mined whether the new target validity time within limits.
In the event that the new target validity time is not within
limits, then in 718 the output validity time is set to the
validity time limit value exceeded by the new target va-
lidity time and control passes to 722. In the event that
the new target validity is within limits, then in 720 the
output validity time is set to the new target validity time
and control passes to 722. In 722, the modified quota
values are provided, and the process ends.
[0063] In some embodiments, the process for a fre-
quency of reauthorization requests quota modification
determiner (RRQMD) is similar to a QRQMD except that
the actual rate of reauthorization requests is calculated
(e.g., as actual rate of quota consumption is calculated
in 704 of Figure 7).
[0064] Figure 8 is a flow diagram illustrating an em-
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bodiment of a process for a quota modification determin-
er based on a system workload. In some embodiments,
the process of Figure 8 is used to implement a quota
modification of the one or more quota modifications of
602 of Figure 6. In some embodiments, a workload quota
modification determiner (WLQMD) determines modifica-
tions to the input quota amount and validity time based
on a measurement of the workload of the quota manage-
ment system. In various embodiments, the workload of
the quota management system comprises one or more
of the following: a measurement of CPU utilization, net-
work utilization, storage system utilization, memory utili-
zation, the rate of requests being received by the system,
the latency of responses to requests being received by
the system, or any other method commonly used to de-
termine the workload of a system. In some embodiments,
the workload of the system is defined as a number be-
tween 0 and 100, with the actual measured workload
being normalized into this range. In some embodiments,
the number of requests being received per second is the
metric measured to calculate the workload, and a rate of
requests (e.g. 5000 / second) is defined as a workload
of 100 and a workload ratio is calculated by dividing 100
by this rate of requests (in this example, 100/5000 = 0.02).
The workload value is then calculated by multiplying the
measured rate of requests by this ratio (e.g. a request
rate of 3000 / second would equal a workload value of
60). In some embodiments, an ideal value is defined or
configured in the quota management system for a target
workload value. In some embodiments, the WLQMD uti-
lizes an exponential response curve equation to calculate
a modification ratio to the input quota amount and validity
time. In some embodiments, a response strength value
(RS) is defined or configured in the system, representing
the exponent to be used in the equation. The response
strength may be any integer 1 or larger (e.g. 1, 2, 4, 11),
with a larger response strength causing a steeper re-
sponse curve and therefore a stronger modification ratio
when the measured workload exceeds the IV target work-
load.
[0065] In the example shown in Figure 8, in 800 a cur-
rent workload is calculated. For example, during an au-
thorization request for an activity, the WLQMD receives
the candidate quota and input quota values from the can-
didate quota determiner or the prior quota modification
determiner (depends on which workflow and ordering).
The WLQMD then calculates the current workload of the
system (CWL) - in our example this means examining a
variable in the system that tracks how many requests per
second are being received (e.g. 3000) and multiplying it
by the workload ratio (e.g. CWL = 3000 x 0.02 = 60). In
802, it is determined whether the current workload is less
than or equal to a target workload. For example, the
WLQMD then compares the CWL to the ideal value target
workload (TWL). In the event that the current workload
is less than or equal to the target workload, then in 804
the output quota values are set to the input quota values.
For example, in the event that the CWL is less than or

equal to the TWL, the WLQMD does not modify the input
quota amount or validity time and simply copies the input
values to the output values. In the event that the current
work load is greater than the target workload, then in 806
a modification ratio is calculated. For example, in the
event that the CWL is greater than the TWL, then the
WLQMD uses this equation to calculate a modification
ratio (MR): MR = 1 + ((((CWL - TWL) / 10) ^ RS) / 10). In
various embodiments, other equations may be used to
calculate the MR based on the difference between CWL
and TWL. In 808, a new target quota amount is deter-
mined. For example, the new target quota is determined
by mulitiplying the input quota amount by MR. In 814, it
is determined whether the new target is greater than a
maximum quota. In the event that the new quota amount
is greater than maximum quota, in 816 the output quota
amount is set equal to the maximum quota (e.g., candi-
date maximum quota amount) and control passes to 820.
In the event that the new target is not greater than max-
imum quota, in 818 the output quota amount is set to the
new target. In 820, a new target validity time is deter-
mined. For example, the input validity time is multiplied
by MR. In 822, it is determined whether the new target
validity time is greater than the maximum. In the event
that the new target validity time is greater than the max-
imum, in 824 the output validity time is set to the maximum
and control passes to 828. In the event that the new target
validity time is not greater than the maximum, the output
validity time is set to new target validity time in 826 and
control passes to 828. In 828, the modified output quota
values are provided. For example, the output quota
amount and the output validity time are provided as the
output of the quota management system.
[0066] In some embodiments, a workload quota mod-
ification determiner (WLQMD) may utilize a lookup table
to determine a quota modification based on the estimated
or measured workload value. The lookup table in the ex-
ample contains the following data: For example:

The WLQMD locates the row in the LT that is applicable
based on the current workload value. The WLQMD then
multiplies the input quota amount and input validity time
by the scaling coefficient in that row of the LT. The
WLQMD then compares the resulting quota amount and
validity time to an minimum or maximum values that are
configured or in the candidate quota, and limits its mod-

Workload Value Quota scaling coefficient

0 - 50 1.0
50 - 60 1.2
60 - 70 1.5
70 - 80 2.0
80 - 85 4.0
85 - 90 6.0
90 - 95 8.0
95 - 100 10.0
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ifications to any of these minimums or maximums as ap-
propriate.
[0067] Figure 9 is a flow diagram illustrating an em-
bodiment of a process for a quota modification determin-
er based on a rate at which a balance is being impacted
as quota is consumed by the activity being authorized.
In some embodiments, the process of Figure 9 is used
to implement a quota modification of the one or more
quota modifications of 602 of Figure 6. In some embod-
iments, a balance rate quota modification determiner
(BRQMD) determines modifications to the input quota
amount and validity time based on the rate at which a
balance is being impacted as quota is consumed by the
activity being authorized. In some embodiments, an ideal
value maximum reservation amount (IVMRA) is defined
or configured in the system. In some embodiments, an
ideal value maximum reservation time (IVMRT) is defined
or configured in the system. In various embodiments,
IVMRA and IVMRT values may be defined or configured
for each balance or class of balance, and different values
may be defined or configured per type of activity, per
network type, per commercial offer, or per any other ap-
propriate circumstance that would typically affect the ex-
pected rate of a balance being impacted. In the example
shown, in 900 it is determined whether a balance reser-
vation exceeds an ideal value maximum reservation
amount. For example, the BRQMD receives an ideal val-
ue maximum reservation amount (IVMRA), calculates a
balance reservation amount (BR), and determines
whether BR is greater than IVMRA. During an authoriza-
tion request for an activity, the BRQMD receives the can-
didate quota and input quota values from the candidate
quota determiner or the prior quota modification deter-
miner (depends on which workflow and ordering). The
BRQMD executes the rating logic using the tariff plan
details that apply to that activity and tracks what balance
reservations are necessary based on authorizing the ten-
tative quota amount. In 902, in the event that the balance
reservation does not exceed the ideal maximum reser-
vation amount, no modification to input quota amount is
indicated and the output quota amount is set to the input
quota amount, and control passes to 912. For example,
authorizing the input quota amount does not require any
balance reservations that exceed the associated IVMRA,
and so the BRQMD does not modify the input quota
amount. In the event that a balance reservation does
exceed the ideal maximum reservation amount, in 904 a
tentative quota amount is calculated that has the reser-
vation amount equal the ideal maximum reservation
amount. For example, in the event that authorizing the
input quota amount does require a balance reservation
that would exceed the associated IVMRA, the BRQMD
calculates how much quota can be authorized such that
the balance reservation equals the IVMRA rather than
exceeds it. In 906, it is determined whether the tentative
quota amount is larger than the candidate minimum quo-
ta amount. In the event that the tentative quota amount
is larger than the candidate amount, then in 908 the out-

put quota amount is set to the tentative quota and control
passes to 912. In the event that the tentative quota is not
larger than the candidate quota minimum amount, then
in 910 the output quota is set to the candidate quota min-
imum amount and control passes to 912. In 912, it is
determined whether the input validity time is greater than
the ideal value maximum reservation time. In the event
that the input validity time is greater than the ideal value
maximum reservation time, then in 914 the output validity
time is set to the ideal value maximum reservation time
and control passes to 920. In the event that the input
validity time is not greater than the ideal value maximum
reservation time, then in 916 the output validity time is
set to the input validity time and control passes to 920.
For example, the BRQMD compares the input quota va-
lidity time to the associated IVMRT values for any bal-
ances that require reservations to authorize the quota. If
any of the IVMRT values are smaller than the input quota
validity time, the output quota validity time is set to this
smaller value, otherwise the output validity time is set to
the input validity time. In 920, the modified output quota
values are provided. For example, the output quota
amount and the output validity time are provided as the
output of the quota management system.
[0068] Figure 10 is a flow diagram illustrating an em-
bodiment of a process for a quota modification determin-
er based on a rate at which a shared balance is being
impacted as quota is consumed by all the activities being
authorized against the shared balance. In some embod-
iments, the process of Figure 10 is used to implement a
quota modification of the one or more quota modifications
of 602 of Figure 6. In some embodiments, a shared bal-
ance quota modification determiner (BSQMD) deter-
mines modifications to the input quota amount and va-
lidity time based on the rate at which a shared balance
is being impacted as quota is consumed by all the activ-
ities being authorized against the shared balance. In
some embodiments, an ideal value maximum shared res-
ervation amount (IVMSRA) is defined or configured in
the system. In various embodiments, IVMSRA values are
defined or configured for each balance or class of bal-
ance. In the example shown, in 1000 total reservations
for a shared balance are calculated. For example, during
an authorization request for an activity, the BSQMD re-
ceives the candidate quota and input quota values from
the candidate quota determiner or the prior quota modi-
fication determiner (depends on which workflow and or-
dering). The BSQMD executes the rating logic using the
tariff plan details that apply to that activity and tracks what
balance reservations are necessary based on authoriz-
ing the input quota amount. The BSQMD then adds to-
gether these calculated reservation amounts and any ex-
isting reservations on the same balances from other ac-
tivities that are sharing the balances. In 1002, it is deter-
mined whether total reservations on any shared balance
exceed an ideal value maximum shared reservation
amount. In the event that no total reservations exceed
the associated ideal value maximum shared reservation
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amount, then in 1004 no modification to input values is
indicated and output values are set to input values and
control passes to 1020. For example, if authorizing the
input quota amount does not require any aggregate bal-
ance reservations that exceed the associated IVMSRA,
the BSQMD does not modify the input quota amount or
validity time. In the event that a total reservations exceeds
the associated ideal value maximum shared reservation
amount, then in 1006 a tentative quota amount is calcu-
lated so that the total reservation equals the ideal value
maximum shared reservation amount and control passes
to 1008. For example, in the event that authorizing the
input quota amount does require an aggregate balance
reservation that would exceed the associated IVMSRA,
the BSQMD calculates how much quota can be author-
ized such that the aggregate balance reservation equals
the IVMSRA rather than exceeds it. In 1008, it is deter-
mined whether the tentative quota is larger than the can-
didate minimum quota amount. In the event that the ten-
tative quota is not larger than the candidate minimum
quota amount, then in 1010 the output quota amount is
set to the candidate minimum quota amount and control
passes to 1020. In the event that the tentative quota is
larger than the candidate minimum quota amount, then
in 1012 the output quota amount is set to the tentative
quota amount and control passes to 1020. In 1020 the
modified output quota values are provided. For example,
the output quota amount and the output validity time are
provided as the output of the quota management system.
[0069] Figure 11 is a flow diagram illustrating an em-
bodiment of a process for a quota modification determin-
er based on a balance-threshold distance. In some em-
bodiments, the process of Figure 11 is used to implement
a quota modification of the one or more quota modifica-
tions of 602 of Figure 6. In some embodiments, a bal-
ance-threshold distance quota modification determiner
(BTQMD) determines proposed or actual quota modifi-
cations based at least in part on the estimation or actual
measurement of the distance between a current balance
value and a defined or configured threshold balance val-
ue for the balance (e.g., a balance-threshold distance).
In some embodiments, the BTQMD keeps track of the
value of a balance at the time a quota is calculated, then
calculates an estimated total rate of change for the bal-
ance by subtracting the prior balance value from the cur-
rent balance value and dividing the result by the amount
of time elapsed since the prior value was measured (total
balance velocity or TBV) (e.g., if a prior quota calculation
tracked that the balance value was 30 at time T, and the
current balance value is 10 and the current time is T +
10 seconds, then the TBV is (10 - 30) / 10 = (-2) per
second). In various embodiments, the TBV may be cal-
culated using only balance data points collected for the
activity being authorized, for all activities being author-
ized for a single connectivity device, for all activities
across all connectivity devices that are using the balance
for authorization, or any combination thereof. In various
embodiments, the TBV is calculated using only the cur-

rent balance data and the prior balance data, or it is cal-
culated using a weighted average of the last N balance
data measurements, using any integer larger than 1 for
N and using any common weighting algorithm, or in any
other appropriate manner. In various embodiments, the
TBV is calculated using any other applicable method for
accurately estimating the total rate of change to the bal-
ance. In some embodiments, the BTQMD also calculates
an estimated rate of change for a balance based only on
the charges for that activity (ABV). In some embodi-
ments, the usage rating module that calculates the actual
balance impacts for actual quota used and updates the
account balances with these impacts passes to the
BTQMD the total set of balance impacts for the actual
quota used and the time period over which that usage
occurred. The BTQMD then divides the amount of each
balance impact by the time period to calculate the rate
of balance impact for a specific activity (ABV) (e.g. if the
total balance impact from the actual usage was (-20) and
the interval of the usage was 10 seconds, then the ABV
is (-20) / 10 = (-2) per second). In various embodiments,
the ABV is calculated using only the prior balance impact
data, or it is calculated using a weighted average of the
last N balance impact data measurements, using any
integer larger than 1 for N and using any common weight-
ing algorithm, or any other appropriate method for accu-
rately estimating the rate of change to the balance caused
by a specific activity. In the example shown, in 1100 it is
determined whether the request for quota is a first request
for quota. In the event that it is a first request for quota,
in 1102 an activity balance velocity is assigned. For ex-
ample, during the initial authorization request for an ac-
tivity, there is no prior balance impact data for the activity
so the BTQMD cannot calculate the ABV as above, so
the BTQMD assigns a value to the ABV. In various em-
bodiments, a defined or configured initial value is as-
signed to ABV, system-wide statistics are examined and
an estimated initial value for ABV is derived, or it any
other reasonable initial value is assigned to ABV. In the
event that the request for quota is not the first request
for quota, then in 1104, an activity balance velocity is
calculated. For example, during an authorization request
for an activity, the BTQMD receives the candidate quota
and input quota values from the candidate quota deter-
miner or the prior quota modification determiner (de-
pends on which workflow and ordering). The BTQMD
executes the rating logic using the tariff plan details that
apply to that activity to determine what balance reserva-
tions are necessary based on authorizing the input quota
amount. For each balance requiring a reservation the
quota amount that is associated with that balance is mul-
tiplied by the quota consumption rate (available as de-
scribed above) then the balance reservation amount is
divided by this product to calculate the ABV. In 1106, a
total balance velocity, a time to threshold, a fair balance
amount, and a fair quota amount are calculated for each
balance that requires a reservation. For example, the
BTQMD calculates an estimated time-to-threshold for the
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balance by taking the difference between the current bal-
ance value and the next defined or configured threshold
and dividing it by the TBV (e.g., if current balance is 20
and next threshold is 10 and TBV is (-2) / second, then
the time-to-threshold (TTT) is (10 - 20) / (-2) = 5 seconds).
The BTQMD then multiplies the ABV by the TTT to cal-
culate how much of a balance should be allocated to this
activity such that the authorized quota will be consumed
just as the balance reaches the defined or configured
threshold - the "fair balance amount". The BTQMD then
uses the rating logic and applicable tariff plans to calcu-
late how much quota can be authorized by reserving the
fair balance amount - the "fair quota amount". In 1108, it
is determined whether the fair quota amount is greater
than or equal to the input quota amount. In the event that
the fair quota amount is greater than or equal to the input
quota amount, then in 1110 the output quota amount is
set to the input quota amount and control passes to 1118.
For example, in the event that the fair quota amount is
greater than or equal to the input quota amount, the
BTQMD does not modify the input quota amount. In the
event that the fair quota amount is not greater than nor
equal to the input quota amount, then in 1112 it is deter-
mined whether the fair quota amount is greater than the
candidate minimum quota amount. In the event that the
fair quota amount is greater than candidate minimum
quota amount, then in 1114 the output quota amount is
set to the fair quota amount and control passes to 1118.
In the event that the fair quota amount is not greater than
candidate minimum quota amount, then in 1116 the out-
put quota amount is set to the candidate minimum quota
amount and control passes to 1118. For example, in the
event that the fair quota amount is less than the input
quota amount, the BTQMD sets the output quota amount
to the greater of the fair quota amount and the candidate
minimum quota amount. In 1118, it is determined whether
the time to threshold is smaller than the input validity
time. In the event that the time to threshold is smaller
than the input validity time, then in 1120, the output va-
lidity time is set to the time to threshold and control passes
to 1124. In the event that the time to threshold is not
smaller than the input validity time, then in 1122, the out-
put validity time is set to the input validity time and control
passes to 1124. In 1124, the modified quota values are
provided. For example, the output quota amount and the
output validity time are provided as the output of the quota
management system..
[0070] In some embodiments, the BTQMD accommo-
dates the fact that TBV and ABV are estimated values
and the actual total rate of change and activity rate of
change for a balance may constantly change based on
many factors, including how many activities are sharing
the balance, the speed of the networks being used, the
congestion level of the networks being used, and any
other factor that could impact the actual rate of quota
consumption by the activities that are being authorized
against the balance. In some embodiments, a geometric
decay curve equation is used to provide a "cushion"

against inaccuracies or sudden changes in the ABV,
TBV, or TTT. A decay strength coefficient is defined or
configured in the system. In various embodiments, a de-
cay strength coefficient (DSC) is any integer or real
number greater than 1. Instead of multiplying the ABV
by the TTT to calculate the fair balance amount as above,
the BTQMD instead multiplies the ABV by TTT/DSC to
calculate the fair balance amount. This reduces the fair
balance amount by a factor of DSC from the process in
Figure 11. This makes it more likely that the calculated
fair quota amount is less than the input quota amount
and that the input quota amount is thus adjusted down-
ward. In addition, in the event that the input quota amount
is adjusted downward to the fair quota amount, the input
validity time is set to TTT/DSC in the event that the value
TTT/DSC is smaller than the input validity time.
[0071] Although the foregoing embodiments have
been described in some detail for purposes of clarity of
understanding, the invention is not limited to the details
provided. There are many alternative ways of implement-
ing the invention within the scope of the appended claims.

Claims

1. A system (200) for determining a quota, comprising;
one or more processors (204, 300, 302, 350, 352) for:

receiving from an input interface (202) a quota
request for an activity, wherein the quota com-
prises an amount of service that may be used;
receiving an estimation or an actual measure-
ment of one or more operating
parameters comprising a quota consumption
rate for the activity; and

a candidate quota determiner for:
determining (302) a candidate quota amount based
at least in part on candidate quota parameters com-
prising a candidate quota amount and a candidate
quota validity time;
one or more quota modification determiners for:
determining (602) one or more quota modifications
based on the estimation or the actual measurement
of the one or more operating parameters and com-
prising;

determining (706) a new target quota amount
based at least in part on the quota consumption
rate for the activity;
in the event that the new target quota amount
exceeds a quota limit, setting a final quota
amount as the quota limit; and
in the event that the new target quota amount
does not exceed the quota limit, setting the final
quota amount as the new target quota amount;
and
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providing (308, 604) at an output interface a final
quota amount based at least in part on the candidate
quota amount and the one or more quota modifica-
tions, wherein the final quota comprises the final quo-
ta amount and a final quota validity time.

2. The system of claim 1, further comprising a quota
assembler for determining (604) the final quota
amount.

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the final quota
amount (604) is determined by having the one or
more quota modification determiners modify serially
a quota amount starting with the candidate quota
amount until each of the one or more quota modifi-
cation determiners have modified an input quota
amount to determine the final quota amount.

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the candidate quota
parameters comprises one or more of the following:
a candidate quota target value, a candidate quota
minimum value, and a candidate quota maximum
value.

5. The system of claim 1, wherein the candidate quota
parameters are based at least in part on a type of
the activity; and wherein the type of the activity com-
prises one or more of the following: video, high def-
inition video, voice call, email, texting, and music
download.

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the candidate quota
parameters are based at least in part on a commer-
cial offer.

7. The system of claim 1, wherein the candidate quota
comprises an amount of quota to be authorized and
a validity time when the amount of quota expires.

8. The system of claim 1, wherein a quota modification
(602) of the one or more quota modifications com-
prises a delta amount or a scaling factor to apply to
an input quota of a first quota modification determiner
of the one or more quota modification determiners.

9. The system of claim 8, wherein the input quota com-
prises the candidate quota.

10. The system of claim 8, wherein the input quota com-
prises an output quota from a second quota modifi-
cation determiner of the one or more quota modifi-
cation determiners.

11. The system of claim 1, wherein determining the one
or more quota modifications is based at least in part
on an ideal value of a first operating parameter com-
prising one or more of the following: an ideal target
value, an ideal minimum value, and an ideal maxi-

mum value.

12. The system of claim 1, wherein determining the one
or more quota modifications uses a lookup table,
wherein the lookup table provides a lookup table
quota modification based at least in part on one or
more of the following: the estimation or the actual
measurement of the one or more operating param-
eters, one or more ideal values of the operating pa-
rameters, a difference between the estimation or the
actual measurement of the one or more operating
parameters and the one or more ideal values of the
operating parameters.

13. The system of claim 1, wherein determining the one
or more quota modifications uses a feedback equa-
tion, wherein the feedback equation provides a feed-
back equation quota modification based at least in
part on one or more of the following: the estimation
or the actual measurement of the one or more oper-
ating parameters, one or more ideal values of the
operating parameters, a difference between the es-
timation or the actual measurement of the one or
more operating parameters and the one or more ide-
al values of the operating parameters; and
wherein the feedback equation comprises one or
more of the following: a continuous feedback equa-
tion, an exponential response curve, and a geometric
decay curve.

14. A method for determining a quota, comprising;
receiving at one or more processors (204, 300, 302,
350, 352) a quota request from an input interface
(202) for an activity, wherein the quota comprises an
amount of service that may be used; receiving an
estimation or an actual measurement of one or more
operating parameters and comprising a quota con-
sumption rate for the activity;
determining (302) a candidate quota amount based
at least in part on candidate quota parameters and
comprising a quota consumption rate for the activity;
determining (602) one or more quota modifications
based on the estimation or the actual measurement
of the one or more operating parameters and com-
prising;

determining (706) a new target quota amount
based at least in part on the quota consumption
rate for the activity;
in the event that the new target quota amount
exceeds a quota limit, setting a final quota
amount as the quota limit; and
in the event that the new target quota amount
does not exceed the quota limit, setting the final
quota amount as the new target quota amount;
and

providing (308, 604) at an output interface a final
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quota amount based at least in part on the candidate
quota amount and the one or more quota modifica-
tions, wherein the final quota comprises the final quo-
ta amount and a final quota validity time.

15. A computer program product for determining a quo-
ta, the computer program product being embodied
in a non-transitory computer readable storage me-
dium and comprising computer instructions for:

receiving at one or more processors (204, 300,
302, 350, 352) a quota request from an input
interface (202) for an activity, wherein the quota
comprises an amount of service that may be
used;
receiving an estimation or an actual measure-
ment of one or more operating parameters and
comprising a quota consumption rate for the ac-
tivity;
determining (302) a candidate quota amount
based at least in part on candidate quota param-
eters and comprising a quota consumption rate
for the activity;
determining (602) one or more quota modifica-
tions based on the estimation or the actual
measurement of the one or more operating pa-
rameters and comprising;

determining (706) a new target quota
amount based at least in part on the quota
consumption rate for the activity;
in the event that the new target quota
amount exceeds a quota limit, setting a final
quota amount as the quota limit; and
in the event that the new target quota
amount does not exceed the quota limit, set-
ting the final quota amount as the new target
quota amount; and

providing (308, 604) at an output interlace a final
quota amount based at least in part on the can-
didate quota amount and the one or more quota
modifications, wherein the final quota comprises
the final quota amount and a final quota validity
time.

Patentansprüche

1. System (200) zum Bestimmen einer Quote, das Fol-
gendes umfasst:

einen oder mehrere Prozessoren (204, 300,
302, 350, 352) zum:

Empfangen einer Quotenanforderung für
eine Aktivität von einer Eingangsschnittstel-
le (202), wobei die Quote einen Service-

Umfang umfasst, der benutzt werden kann;
Empfangen einer Schätzung oder eines tat-
sächlichen Messwertes von einem oder
mehreren Betriebsparametern, die eine
Quotenverbrauchsrate für die Aktivität um-
fassen; und

einen Kandidatenquotenbestimmer zum:
Bestimmen (302) einer Kandidatenquotenmen-
ge wenigstens teilweise auf der Basis von Kan-
didatenquotenparametern, die eine Kandida-
tenquotenmenge und eine Kandidatenquoten-
gültigkeitszeit umfassen;
einen oder mehrere Quotenmodifikationsbe-
stimmer zum:
Bestimmen (602) von einer oder mehreren Quo-
tenmodifikationen auf der Basis der Schätzung
oder des tatsächlichen Messwertes der ein oder
mehreren Betriebsparameter, das Folgendes
beinhaltet:

Bestimmen (706) einer neuen Zielquoten-
menge wenigstens teilweise auf der Basis
der Quotenverbrauchsrate für die Aktivität;
Festlegen, falls die neue Zielquotenmenge
eine Quotengrenze übersteigt, einer End-
quotenmenge als die Quotengrenze; und
Festlegen, falls die neue Zielquotenmenge
die Quotengrenze nicht übersteigt, der End-
quotenmenge als die neue Zielknotenmen-
ge; und

Bereitstellen (308, 604), an einer Ausgabe-
schnittstelle, einer Endquotenmenge wenigs-
tens teilweise auf der Basis der Kandidatenquo-
tenmenge und der ein oder mehreren Quoten-
modifikationen, wobei die Endquote die End-
quotenmenge und eine Endquotengültigkeits-
zeit umfasst.

2. System nach Anspruch 1, das ferner einen Quoten-
Assembler zum Bestimmen (604) der Endquoten-
menge umfasst.

3. System nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Endquotenmen-
ge (604) dadurch bestimmt wird, dass die ein oder
mehreren Quotenmodifikationsbestimmer seriell ei-
ne Quotenmenge modifizieren, beginnend mit der
Kandidatenquotenmenge, bis jeder der ein oder
mehreren Quotenmodifikationsbestimmer eine Ein-
gangsquotenmenge zum Bestimmen der Endquo-
tenmenge modifiziert hat.

4. System nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Kandidatenquo-
tenparameter eines oder mehrere der Folgenden
umfassen: einen Kandidatenquoten-Zielwert, einen
Kandidatenquoten-Mindestwert und einen Kandida-
tenquoten-Höchstwert.
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5. System nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Kandidatenquo-
tenparameter wenigstens teilweise auf einem Typ
der Aktivität basieren; und wobei der Typ der Aktivität
eines oder mehrere der Folgenden umfasst: Video,
High-Definition-Video, Sprachanruf, E-Mail, Texte
und Musik-Download.

6. System nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Kandidatenquo-
tenparameter wenigstens teilweise auf einem kom-
merziellen Angebot basieren.

7. System nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Kandidatenquo-
te eine zu autorisierende Quotenmenge und eine
Gültigkeitszeit umfasst, wenn die Quotenmenge ab-
läuft.

8. System nach Anspruch 1, wobei eine Quotenmodi-
fikation (602) der ein oder mehreren Quotenmodifi-
kationen eine Delta-Menge oder einen Skalierungs-
faktor zum Anwenden auf eine Eingangsquote eines
ersten Quotenmodifikationsbestimmers der ein oder
mehreren Quotenmodifikationsbestimmer umfasst.

9. System nach Anspruch 8, wobei die Eingangsquote
die Kandidatenquote umfasst.

10. System nach Anspruch 8, wobei die Eingangsquote
eine Ausgangsquote von einem zweiten Quotenmo-
difikationsbestimmer der ein oder mehreren Quoten-
modifikationsbestimmer umfasst.

11. System nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Bestimmen der
ein oder mehreren Quotenmodifikationen wenigs-
tens teilweise auf einem Idealwert eines ersten Be-
triebsparameters basiert, der ein oder mehrere der
Folgenden umfasst: einen idealen Zielwert, einen
idealen Mindestwert und einen idealen Höchstwert.

12. System nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Bestimmen der
ein oder mehreren Quotenmodifikationen eine
Nachschlagtabelle benutzt, wobei die Nachschlag-
tabelle eine Nachschlagtabellenquotenmodifikation
wenigstens teilweise auf der Basis von einem oder
mehreren der Folgenden bereitstellt: der Schätzung
oder dem tatsächlichen Messwert der ein oder meh-
reren Betriebsparameter, einem oder mehreren Ide-
alwerten der Betriebsparameter, einer Differenz zwi-
schen der Schätzung oder dem tatsächlichen Mess-
wert der ein oder mehreren Betriebsparameter und
den ein oder mehreren Idealwerten der Betriebspa-
rameter.

13. System nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Bestimmen der
ein oder mehreren Quotenmodifikationen eine Rück-
meldegleichung benutzt, wobei die Rückmeldeglei-
chung eine Rückmeldegleichungs-Quotenmodifika-
tion wenigstens teilweise auf der Basis von einem
oder mehreren der Folgenden bereitstellt: der Schät-

zung oder dem aktuellen Messwert der ein oder
mehreren Betriebsparameter, einem oder mehreren
Idealwerten der Betriebsparameter, einer Differenz
zwischen der Schätzung oder dem aktuellen Mess-
wert der ein oder mehreren Betriebsparameter und
den ein oder mehreren Idealwerten der Betriebspa-
rameter; und
wobei die Rückmeldegleichung eines oder mehrere
der Folgenden umfasst: eine kontinuierliche Rück-
meldegleichung, eine exponentielle Antwortkurve
und eine geometrische Abklingkurve.

14. Verfahren zum Bestimmen einer Quote, das Folgen-
des beinhaltet:

Empfangen, an einem oder mehreren Prozes-
soren (204, 300, 302, 350, 352), einer Quoten-
anforderung von einer Eingangsschnittstelle
(202) für eine Aktivität, wobei die Quote einen
Service-Umfang umfasst, der benutzt werden
kann;
Empfangen einer Schätzung oder eines tat-
sächlichen Messwertes von einem oder mehre-
ren Betriebsparametern, umfassend eine Quo-
tenverbrauchsrate für die Aktivität;
Bestimmen (302) einer Kandidatenquotenmen-
ge wenigstens teilweise auf der Basis von Kan-
didatenquotenparametern, umfassend eine
Quotenverbrauchsrate für die Aktivität;
Bestimmen (602) von einer oder mehreren Quo-
tenmodifikationen auf der Basis der Schätzung
oder des tatsächlichen Messwertes der ein oder
mehreren Betriebsparameter, das Folgendes
beinhaltet:

Bestimmen (706) einer neuen Zielquoten-
menge wenigstens teilweise auf der Basis
der Quotenverbrauchsrate für die Aktivität;
Festlegen, falls die neue Zielquotenmenge
eine Quotengrenze übersteigt, einer End-
quotenmenge als die Quotengrenze; und
Festlegen, falls die neue Zielquotenmenge
die Quotengrenze nicht übersteigt, der End-
quotenmenge als die neue Zielknotenmen-
ge; und

Bereitstellen (308, 604), an einer Ausgabe-
schnittstelle, einer Endquotenmenge wenigs-
tens teilweise auf der Basis der Kandidatenquo-
tenmenge und der ein oder mehreren Quoten-
modifikationen, wobei die Endquote die End-
quotenmenge und eine Endquotengültigkeits-
zeit umfasst.

15. Computerprogrammprodukt zum Bestimmen einer
Quote, wobei das Computerprogrammprodukt in ei-
nem nichtflüchtigen computerlesbaren Speicherme-
dium ausgestaltet ist und Computerbefehle umfasst
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zum:

Empfangen, an einem oder mehreren Prozes-
soren (204, 300, 302, 350, 352), einer Quoten-
anforderung von einer Eingangsschnittstelle
(202) für eine Aktivität, wobei die Quote einen
Service-Umfang umfasst, der benutzt werden
kann;
Empfangen einer Schätzung oder eines tat-
sächlichen Messwertes von einem oder mehre-
ren Betriebsparametern, umfassend eine Quo-
tenverbrauchsrate für die Aktivität;
Bestimmen (302) einer Kandidatenquotenmen-
ge wenigstens teilweise auf der Basis von Kan-
didatenquotenparametern, umfassend eine
Quotenverbrauchsrate für die Aktivität;
Bestimmen (602) von einer oder mehreren Quo-
tenmodifikationen auf der Basis der Schätzung
oder des tatsächlichen Messwertes der ein oder
mehreren Betriebsparameter, das Folgendes
beinhaltet:

Bestimmen (706) einer neuen Zielquoten-
menge wenigstens teilweise auf der Basis
der Quotenverbrauchsrate für die Aktivität;
Festlegen, falls die neue Zielquotenmenge
eine Quotengrenze übersteigt, einer End-
quotenmenge als die Quotengrenze; und
Festlegen, falls die neue Zielquotenmenge
die Quotengrenze nicht übersteigt, der End-
quotenmenge als die neue Zielknotenmen-
ge; und

Bereitstellen (308, 604), an einer Ausgabe-
schnittstelle, einer Endquotenmenge wenigs-
tens teilweise auf der Basis der Kandidatenquo-
tenmenge und der ein oder mehreren Quoten-
modifikationen, wobei die Endquote die End-
quotenmenge und eine Endquotengültigkeits-
zeit umfasst.

Revendications

1. Un système (200) de détermination d’un quota,
comprenant :

un ou plusieurs processeurs (204, 300, 302,
350, 352) destinés à :

la réception à partir d’une interface d’entrée
(202) d’une demande de quota pour une ac-
tivité, où le quota comprend une quantité de
service qui peut être utilisée,
la réception d’une estimation ou d’une me-
sure réelle d’un ou de plusieurs paramètres
de fonctionnement comprenant une vitesse
de consommation de quota pour l’activité, et

un dispositif de détermination de quota candidat
destiné à :
la détermination (302) d’une quantité de quota
candidat en fonction au moins en partie de pa-
ramètres de quotas candidats comprenant une
quantité de quota candidat et une durée de va-
lidité de quota candidat,
un ou plusieurs dispositifs de détermination de
modification de quota destinés à :
la détermination (602) d’une ou de plusieurs mo-
difications de quota en fonction de l’estimation
ou de la mesure réelle des un ou plusieurs pa-
ramètres de fonctionnement et comprenant :

la détermination (706) d’une nouvelle quan-
tité de quota cible en fonction au moins en
partie de la vitesse de consommation de
quota pour l’activité,
dans le cas où la nouvelle quantité de quota
cible dépasse une limite de quota, le régla-
ge d’une quantité de quota final en tant que
limite de quota, et
dans le cas où la nouvelle quantité de quota
cible ne dépasse pas la limite de quota, le
réglage de la quantité de quota final en tant
que nouvelle quantité de quota cible, et

la fourniture (308, 604) au niveau d’une interface
de sortie d’une quantité de quota final en fonc-
tion au moins en partie de la quantité de quota
candidat et des une ou plusieurs modifications
de quota, où le quota final comprend la quantité
de quota final et une durée de validité de quota
final.

2. Le système selon la Revendication 1, comprenant
en outre un assembleur de quotas destiné à la dé-
termination (604) de la quantité de quota final.

3. Le système selon la Revendication 1, où la quantité
de quota final (604) est déterminée par la modifica-
tion en série par les un ou plusieurs dispositifs de
détermination de modification de quota d’une quan-
tité de quota débutant avec la quantité de quota can-
didat jusqu’à ce que chacun des un ou plusieurs dis-
positifs de détermination de modification de quota
ait modifié une quantité de quota en entrée de façon
à déterminer la quantité de quota final.

4. Le système selon la Revendication 1, où les para-
mètres de quotas candidats comprennent un ou plu-
sieurs éléments parmi les suivants : une valeur cible
de quota candidat, une valeur minimale de quota
candidat et une valeur maximale de quota candidat.

5. Le système selon la Revendication 1, où les para-
mètres de quotas candidats sont basés au moins en
partie sur un type de l’activité, et où le type de l’ac-
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tivité comprend un ou plusieurs éléments parmi les
suivants : vidéo, vidéo haute définition, appel vocal,
courrier électronique, envoi de SMS et télécharge-
ment de musique.

6. Le système selon la Revendication 1, où les para-
mètres de quotas candidats sont basés au moins en
partie sur une offre commerciale.

7. Le système selon la Revendication 1, où le quota
candidat comprend une quantité de quota à autoriser
et une durée de validité lorsque la quantité de quota
expire.

8. Le système selon la Revendication 1, où une modi-
fication de quota (602) des une ou plusieurs modifi-
cations de quota comprend une quantité delta ou un
facteur d’échelle à appliquer à un quota en entrée
d’un premier dispositif de détermination de modifi-
cation de quota des un ou plusieurs dispositifs de
détermination de modification de quota.

9. Le système selon la Revendication 8, où le quota en
entrée comprend le quota candidat.

10. Le système selon la Revendication 8, où le quota en
entrée comprend un quota en sortie à partir d’un
deuxième dispositif de détermination de modification
de quota des un ou plusieurs dispositifs de détermi-
nation de modification de quota.

11. Le système selon la Revendication 1, où la détermi-
nation des une ou plusieurs modifications de quota
est basée au moins en partie sur une valeur idéale
d’un premier paramètre de fonctionnement compre-
nant une ou plusieurs valeurs parmi les suivantes :
une valeur idéale cible, une valeur idéale minimale
et une valeur idéale maximale.

12. Le système selon la Revendication 1, où la détermi-
nation des une ou plusieurs modifications de quota
utilise une table de consultation, où la table de con-
sultation fournit une modification de quota de table
de consultation en fonction au moins en partie d’un
ou de plusieurs éléments parmi les suivants : l’esti-
mation ou la mesure réelle des un ou plusieurs pa-
ramètres de fonctionnement, une ou plusieurs va-
leurs idéales des paramètres de fonctionnement,
une différence entre l’estimation ou la mesure réelle
des un ou plusieurs paramètres de fonctionnement
et les une ou plusieurs valeurs idéales des paramè-
tres de fonctionnement.

13. Le système selon la Revendication 1, où la détermi-
nation des une ou plusieurs modifications de quota
utilise une équation de rétroaction, où l’équation de
rétroaction fournit une modification de quota d’équa-
tion de rétroaction en fonction au moins en partie

d’un ou de plusieurs éléments parmi les suivants :
l’estimation ou la mesure réelle des un ou plusieurs
paramètres de fonctionnement, une ou plusieurs va-
leurs idéales des paramètres de fonctionnement,
une différence entre l’estimation ou la mesure réelle
des un ou plusieurs paramètres de fonctionnement
et les une ou plusieurs valeurs idéales des paramè-
tres de fonctionnement, et
où l’équation de rétroaction comprend un ou plu-
sieurs éléments parmi les suivants : une équation
de rétroaction continue, une courbe de réponse ex-
ponentielle et une courbe de décroissance géomé-
trique.

14. Un procédé de détermination d’un quota,
comprenant :

la réception au niveau d’un ou de plusieurs pro-
cesseurs (204, 300, 302, 350, 352) d’une de-
mande de quota à partir d’une interface d’entrée
(202) pour une activité, où le quota comprend
une quantité de service qui peut être utilisée,
la réception d’une estimation ou d’une mesure
réelle d’un ou de plusieurs paramètres de fonc-
tionnement et comprenant une vitesse de con-
sommation de quota pour l’activité,
la détermination (302) d’une quantité de quota
candidat en fonction au moins en partie de pa-
ramètres de quotas candidats et comprenant
une vitesse de consommation de quota pour
l’activité,
la détermination (602) d’une ou de plusieurs mo-
difications de quota en fonction de l’estimation
ou de la mesure réelle des un ou plusieurs pa-
ramètres de fonctionnement et comprenant :

la détermination (706) d’une nouvelle quan-
tité de quota cible en fonction au moins en
partie de la vitesse de consommation de
quota pour l’activité,
dans le cas où la nouvelle quantité de quota
cible dépasse une limite de quota, le régla-
ge d’une quantité de quota final en tant que
limite de quota, et
dans le cas où la nouvelle quantité de quota
cible ne dépasse pas la limite de quota, le
réglage de la quantité de quota final en tant
que nouvelle quantité de quota cible, et

la fourniture (308, 604) au niveau d’un interface
de sortie d’une quantité de quota final en fonc-
tion au moins en partie de la quantité de quota
candidat et des une ou plusieurs modifications
de quota, où le quota final comprend la quantité
de quota final et une durée de validité de quota
final.

15. Un produit de programme informatique destiné à la
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détermination d’un quota, le produit de programme
informatique étant incorporé dans un support à mé-
moire lisible par ordinateur non transitoire et conte-
nant des instructions informatiques destinées à :

la réception au niveau d’un ou de plusieurs pro-
cesseurs (204, 300, 302, 350, 352) d’une de-
mande de quota à partir d’une interface d’entrée
(202) pour une activité, où le quota comprend
une quantité de service qui peut être utilisée,
la réception d’une estimation ou d’une mesure
réelle d’un ou de plusieurs paramètres de fonc-
tionnement et comprenant une vitesse de con-
sommation de quota pour l’activité,
la détermination (302) d’une quantité de quota
candidat en fonction au moins en partie de pa-
ramètres de quotas candidats et comprenant
une vitesse de consommation de quota pour
l’activité,
la détermination (602) d’une ou de plusieurs mo-
difications de quota en fonction de l’estimation
ou de la mesure réelle des un ou plusieurs pa-
ramètres de fonctionnement et comprenant :

la détermination (706) d’une nouvelle quan-
tité de quota cible en fonction au moins en
partie de la vitesse de consommation de
quota pour l’activité,
dans le cas où la nouvelle quantité de quota
cible dépasse une limite de quota, le régla-
ge d’une quantité de quota final en tant que
limite de quota, et
dans le cas où la nouvelle quantité de quota
cible ne dépasse pas la limite de quota, le
réglage de la quantité de quota final en tant
que nouvelle quantité de quota cible, et

la fourniture (308, 604) au niveau d’une interface
de sortie d’une quantité de quota final en fonc-
tion au moins en partie de la quantité de quota
candidat et des une ou plusieurs modifications
de quota, où le quota final comprend la quantité
de quota final et une durée de validité de quota
final.
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